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MILLIONAIRE DEFENDANT IN
•,` BREACH OF PROMISE SIT
•
M. HOLLINGSHEAD IS NOW IN THE CITY ON BUSINESS
CONNECTED WITH THE BIG COOPERAGE WORKS, HE BE-
ING iiiAD OF THAT TRUST AND IS ALSO THE DEFEND-
MCI' IN THE WA.° BREACH OF PROMISE SUITINSTITUTED
AGAINST HIM IN NEW YORK BY MISS MAE STONE.
SHE CLAIMS HE PASSED HIMSELF
OFF kS A SINGLE MAN TO HER
Mr. J D. Hollingshead is in the
city from Chicago. this befog his first
big to Paducah for many mouths. He
was president of the big cooperate
worts in blechairicsborg until last
week, wisest the directors met and be
lowdered his resignation. Mr Ver-
sos Blow was then chosen to suc-
ceed him. Mr Hollitirshead's vast in-
terests eleewhere demand most of his
time and it was thought best to he
Mt. Blow have charge of the local
Mutt.
cam
Tolliagebead is the wealthy
n who is being sued in New
by Miss May Stone for $6o,000,
on Ow ground that he promised to
marry her, but did not carry out hie
premise
P. her petition, which she instituted
at New Vol* the fair young wonimuk
who comes of a well known Southern
lantily, says Mr. Holtingehead pawed
Menotti off to her as a sinele snarl,
toed that site and he traveled exten-
sively over the country. registering
so man mid wife In differeat New
Tort. Chicago end other city hotels.
Tile woman contends in her altera-
tions that Hotlingshead had promised
to marry her, but she afterwards
learned that be was a man of wife
and family, the hitter being in Colo-
rado Springs, Colo where they have
a sonanser horse. The suit is engag-
ing the attention of all the Chicago
and New York papers, which
have published column alter
column about it as Mr.
Hollingshead is a preseason
man, being at the bead of tbe big
cooperage trust of the tinted States,
and a in worth millions of dollars.
Miss Stone has engaged strong legal
talent at New York to prosecute her
action, witich is being as bitterly
lough. stiy Mr. Holtingshead's attor-
neys, who claim it is a blackmailing
scheme on the part of the woman.
The latter however, has had pub-
lished in the Eastern and Chicago pa-
pers copies of letters she says Hol-
lingshead wrote her, and which epis-
tles were of a very endearing nature.
Me Hoollingshead is now in the
city ut business connected with the
cOoperaile works. This is the first
time he has been here since the waits
were filed against him three months
ago by the young woman.
FINAL DECISION IN THE
.E FAMOUS POTTER LAND SUIT
APPELLATE COURT YESTIRDA
ROBERT L. POTTER WOUL
PRIVATE LANE POMPOM
FARMLAND IN THE COUNT
FRIEDMAN AGAINST WILL
TT/CITED UNTIL JANUARY T
MENT FOR %to AGAINST T
ANC E COMPANY—ONLY ON
Dispatches yesterday from Frank-
fort announced that the appellate
mart had reversed the opinion of
Judge Reed in the local circuit court
In the vnit of S C Magroder
again st Robert I. Potter. a
bitterly fought litigation that
• ha* been occupying the attention
of the courts for several years and
in which Mr. Potter now wins
The contest wits about a public
road running through the firrot of Mr.
4-- Pofter in the Woodville section Of•
4 lbe county Mr. Potter owns a big
• farm that faces the public read.
while back of his tract is land owned
by Mr. Magruder. Until sevetel "mei
ago Kr Potter had • private lane of
his own. running back from the insiti
road, through his farm and oti tack
further that way He permitted Mag-
ri/der and all otters to use thoprieste
lane in getting from Magruder'. had
to the main road. Whew the Illinois
Central railroad got a ritlit-of-way to
ran its Cairoo division through the
Potter farm, a deep cut wee Mad.
througn the land At this Mr. Potter
closed up his frivate lane that lead
Sack through his place and touched
the Magruder land Mr. Potter did
4 not want the private lane to run
I through his place, became it made a
dangerous point where it intersected
with the Illinois Central tracks. By
the private lane being closed, Mag-
ruder filed snit in the circuit court
here to compel Potter to re-open the
latter's private land so rnagruder
would have en easy avenue of egress
sod ingress leading to his land. Judge
Reed heard the case and ordered
Potter to re-open the private land,
but the latter carried the matter to
the appellate corset which yesterday
reversed Judge Reed by deciding that
Potter could not be compelled to open
a roadway through his private ferns
for benefit of anyone therefore the
• lane remains closed.
•
Freidnisn-Ratterjobn Suit.
Yesterday in the circuit court here6 Judge. Reed continued until the Janu-
ary term of court the suit of Max
Wahm and Joe Friedman against Con -
vector Wm. Katterjohn. it vnte
*greed that the action shall be the
feet one to be tried by the fury dar-
ing the January 'ergo&
Rowell Gets Judgment.
The fury yeeterday gave be. I. E.
Y AT FRAN1CFORT DECIDED
D NOT HAVE TO REOPEN THE
Y RUNNING THROUGH HIS
If—THE SUIT OF NAHM AND
TAM KATTERJOHN WAS CON-
ERM—DR. HOWELL GOT JUDO.
ME AETNA ACCIDENT INSUR-
E JURY CASE NOW LEFT
he Aetna Accident Insurance com-
pany. Howell had a policy in this
concern and had to lay in bed for
many weeks, as restilt of being oper-
ated on for appendicitis The com-
pany refused to pay Howell anything
for his loss of time, on the grand
that Howell in applying for the insur-
ance had said be never had appendi-
citis before, while the company
clahned he had Howell sued, though,
and got judgment for the amount.
I As there is only one more case for
trial by the jurors, the judge yester-
day dismissed one of the Juries, keep-
ing the other twelve men to this
morning try the suit of The Hazel
Deeding company against the Hol-
Iing?head & Blow company. in which
he, pleintiff claims defendant owes it
seneral hundred dollars for a carload
gt•heiding the Hazel ° people sold the
Paducah firm. When this piece of
litigation is completed today, the
judge dismisses this remaining jury,
a nd then takes up trial of the cases
on ffie equity side of the docket
which he hears individually
! Near Kahn was selected guardian
the suit of the Merhanics'
Building and Loan Association
easiest Jessie W. Long
A ten per cent, distribution was or-
dered made to the creditors in the
snit of Charles E. Jennings, adminis-
trator of Thomas Robiou, against the
Globe Bank and Trust company.
The count ordered some property
'sold in the litigation of The rstey
compatry against L. B. Duncan.
l John G. Miller, Jr., was selected to
repreeent the absent defendant. in the
suit of Maud Zook against Edward
Zook.
The jury brought in a verdict for
the defendant in the action of Hern-
don and company against Lane.
wherein plaintiff' contended defend-
ant owed them ` money as a commis-!
sion for negotiating a real estate deal,
Master Cormaisisicnter Cecil Reed filed
a report of sale in the suit of Wtre
'Stanley, administrator. against R P.
Stanley.
GENERAL SHAFTER
PASSES AWAY
I Bakersfield. Cal.. Nov. t3.—Gen.
, Wm. R. Shaftio, IT. S A.. ret'red, diedligterweill 'refitment for Sato against iat T2:45 P , - ii
DIALECT-WHIAEY OPEN SESS ON 1 ANOTHEd "JACK NARROW ESCAPE
BAD MIXTUhE AT MUSICALE THE RIPPER" FOR DRUMMER
CiERMAN TAILOR COULD NOT ENTERTAINING AFFAIR FOR OPERATING IN LOUISVILLE, IT H. C. LOHM WAS WARRANTS,
GET NAME OUT OF HIS THIS AF I ERNOON BY THE ON CHARGE OF STEALING
MOUTH LAST NIGHT. MUSIC LOVERS. 
IS THOUGHT—ANOTHER
PEOPLE NEAR CEMETERY MISS ALVEY MARRIES
COMPLAI OF VICIOUS DOS Al ELIZABETHTOWN
ZEB WALLACE, COLORED, WAS MRS. FRANK L. SCOTT WILL
PUT BACK IN JAIL AGAIN FRIDAY NIGHT ENTERTAIN
YESTERDAY. SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS.
Machinist Callahan Cut John Rooks, Handsome Affair Arranged For This
eo the Charge Rama, About a . Evening at Fraternity Building .
Dead Rat Incident. By Rebeimiss.
The meeting this afternoon by the
Matinee Musicale club at the Eagles'
Home on Sinth and Broaday, will be
an "open session" at which time each
member is permitted to bring one
visitor with them to indulge is the
charming affair. The leaders foe ilds
akernoo are the Misses Peryear.
while Wagner and Strauss compose-
rico. are up for diaasesioo and rendi-
tion in the peograns as follows.
Current events.
Biographical Sketdi 
  tsligs lanais Gilsoo.
Plow saki, "Flederhaus Wahzes"
Straws, Miss Edna Eades.
Vocal solo, "Elsa's Prayer." Taa-
1 hauser—Wagnor 
Mrs. Lelia W. Lewis.
Vocal solo, selected, Wagner, 
Miss Julia Scott
Ancient askew and Biblical Music
 Miss Francis Gould.
Vocal solo, "Serenader Swages.—
' . Mr. ,W. C. Gray.
‘'ocal solo -Dreams" (Tristan and
I Ieolde) Wagner, 
Miss %ladle Dreyfus..
Piano solo, "Evening star" (Tenn-
i itaneer,) Wagner,.... .....
Miss Mao Scott.
Iiireririiiiiiiillairm—
Yesterday Captain Frank Harlan of At one o'clock this after"na illI
the police force was telephoned to by Elizabethtown. Er.. Miss Jodie AkreY
some lady in the rear of the cente_ and Mr. Claude Broadwin of that city
t7y wanting the police to do some- will be married, and immediately de-
thng to rid that neighborhood of the part for an Eastern bridal tour. The
vicious dog that bit Carpenter Clayton bride is Peri Popular in Paducah,
two weeks ago while the latter was where she has often visited her de-
riding on his bicycle near Oak Crrovc. tam )14 .11boo Janina Glauber and
The lady said the owner of the dog Samuel r,, and also 'her brother,
still harbors the canine, which tries Dr. W. Alvey. She is a very
The captain advised the good lady 1111-14ya 
of
4stocaindk aielabglergracof "nearThmeiragrbeth-cKnn
mortal fear of an attack. 
highly cultured youngto bite everybody and keeps all in beautiful
El z
t, have someone get out a warrant WNW
charging the owner with harborin4. til
vicious dog and the police will act.I
Otborwim they have no power until'
scme charge is lodged about the dog.:
Liberty Shorved. I
Zeb Wallace, colored, was yesterday'
arsseted by Officers Johnson and
Cross on the charge of stealing a
pick from the Memphis Asphalt and
Paving Company, which concern is I
laying the storm sewers, concrete
odenAlks anal brick streets on Wash-j
ington betereen First and Thire
streets. Wallace was turned out of
the city lockup Monday evening, al- 1
ter serving some days' time for a
minor charge, and yesterday morning
was trying to sell the pick when ar-
rested by the oficers, who discovered
the pick belonged to the contractor
One-legged Moocher.
Offkrs Cross and Johnson yester-
day arrested a one-legged man who
was beastly drunk, and had been
.'nooching'• everybody along Broad-
way for aid He was too intoxicated.
to give his name. He will be cooled
of!iintime for police court thismmi g.
Dead Rat Caused Trouble.
Machinist John Callahan of the I.
C. shops was arrested yesterday on a
narrant gotten out by John Rooks, a
helper to Callahan, who charges the
latter with cutting him. Someone
found a dead rat in the roundhouse at
the shops and threw it to another,
who passed it to Callahan. The latter
ont it in Rook's jumper pocket
where be found it after quite a
fright on running his band into the
pocket. Rooks the slipped the expired
rodent into the pocket of Callahan,
who also felt a cold shiver over-
creep him when his hand felt the un-
expected corpse. This brought on a
fight between Rooks and Callahan,
and the former claims Callahan eat
him aoross the stomach.
Raised .Racket.
Lieutenant Potter last night 're-
ce"Yed a request that oficers be sent
to Eleventh and Burnett streets to
take charge of John Small who wait
drunk and raising A racket. The pa-
trolmen were dispatched down thetre.
bet Small baying become subdued,
he wal let stay at home. 
1
Whiskey and the tnogue of some
Getman tailor would not mix well
last night, so be bad to be locked up
at the City Hall by the police, and
the mark "unknown" placed against
his name on the book of arrests.
Special Officer Kirk of the I. C.
yard force, took charge of the strang-
er at the•Union Depot, where he was
found dntnk and reseng around as if
h. owned the place. He was brought
to the Coy Hall where he tried to
tell his name, but before his Ger-
man dialect could be gotten out of
Ii mouth, a little whiskey fume
would emit therefrom, and twist his
naturally uneven tongue in such a
way he could not make known his
identity. By deciphering his articula-
tion a little at a time Lieutenant Pot-
ter patched together enought to learn
the man was a tailor, had been work-
ing here, but intended taking the train
to Louisville this morning. He did
int have any coin on him, so the
seppositioo is a friendly blind bag-
gage or rod was to help him over the
road. His peculiar German name
and whickey fumes could not both get
out of his mouth at the same time,
so the officers decided to wait on him
s, icral hours to learn who he is.
Dangerous Dog Harbored.
Smedley-School Chaes,
The First Christian church Sunday
school clam of Mrs. Finish L Scott
will be entertained Friday evening by
that lady her home on Ninth and
Nladisoti
Woman's Club.
At 2 30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon,
Isany ladies of the city meet at
The Palmer parlrs to prepare for or-
ganizetion .of The Woman's club. All
ladies iiiteirested are cordially invited
(Continued on Page Four)
FIRST SNOW
This morning at 1.3o o'clock the
first Snow of the season began falling
and was still falling thickly at press
time. When it first appeared, the
flakes were very small and melted as
cotickly as they touched the street or
sidewalk, but as the fall continued it
became thicker and heavier and
"made" on striking the earth. If it con
tinues until daylight at the rate pre-,
valent, Mother Earth Will be well cov-
ered with a white coating. At 3
o'clock it Was very stilt' no wind blow
ing and the snow corning down thick
and fast
GIVEN A DIVORCE.
- —
Mrs. Charles Mocouot Reotered to
Maiden Name of Virgie Greer.
Yesterday in the circuit court Virg-se
Om: Maggot wee granted a divorce
from her husband, Charles M. Moo-
quot, and restored to her midis
name of Virgie Greer.
The petition was filed several weeks
ago in. the court by the lady charging
abandonment, and the defendant an-
swered, ackaowledging the charges,
neeth result that the judge issued the
judge issued the deeress dissolving
the marital ties.
-Mr. Len Cothren, of the Central
iire departinent, is recovering from
;• • attack of appendicitis.
MRS. MATTIE SANDERS
THE FIRST VICTIM
• 
TRAVELS FOR L. C. SUN
TYR EWRITER COMPANY
ATTACK MADE THREE WEEKS On Recovering the Machine Officers
AGO, BUT CAKE TO LIGHT Yesterday Morning Disinhosed
YESTERDAY. Warrant.
People in Southern Section or City
Are in a State of Terror—
New Developments.
Developed Yesterday That Henry
Bradshaw, Colored, Was Not
the One Wanted
Louisville, Nov. i3.- - The women H. C Lohm;the L C. Smith type
.n the southern section of tbc Me *ricer salesman, was saved from pros -
in the neighborhood of the Etly crime ution
are of the belief that the murder was
i
thecti enoienncthey 
of 
charge of theft through
comitted by a "Jack-the-Ripper," and daY in the court of Justice Cherie.
the news of the assault on Mts. Ili 
• 
rEmerYwhere
t agwaitosmliist 
dismissed
dLobsethe .1°64erSaunds, of yo 3 I.. street, the assault ant go 
oi young O'Brien, followed by the Sheriff;ypeJworihtnerOgffsgesvime,
salesman withsacemedteahagmurder of Mrs. Etty, has thrown them 
the 
the machine from ttse warthogs. ofin a state of nervous excitement
Roy W. McKinsey, the coaunission
man of South Second near Wash
ton street
It seems that L,ohin sold one of
lice are 
stilt ataing every dfort to'h., house's typewriters to Arthur
find a tangible Aw to the =order, but J°114, tai4 Ed 3 0", c‘mnn'isAwn dost-
nothing has been accomplished ers of this city, who owed Lob= a
......... 
!balance of $40 on the machine's pur-
1
Louisville, Nov. 13. -Another as- 'tillage Pries- The bosh Meows Jose,:
did business with here, filed au* A
.i‘tilt on a woman in the vicinsty of
the circuit court against them ior 
,
the Etly home was brought to light
and attached the effects of thethis morning, and strengthens the $300.
firm, including the typewriter. Sher-theory that Mrs. yank Etly was ono-
'ili Ogilvie levied on the outfit, whiskdered by a prowler with a thirst for
blood. ' • .24 placed. in 'store at the. Roy hie
In this case a woman was assaulted f*KinseY wareh°"*.
at the door of her home early in the! All the articles except the type-
writer were sold. One week agomorning by a man wearing a white
mask sae$, was airiounkf, *norm% L•ohm came here, and fouling the type
and but for the fact that she naanag- writer lookd OS. woo 'axiom to re
11.
ed to scr caul night have been ,iain:rns the machine pa *teem* of the
It will be recalled that on the morn 4o balance Jones owed him Lob*
ing of the murder Mrs. 
-
George &um_ i sent to the atclannty latii/dies while
'opening the door of her 
kitchen,der, living near the Etly home, on 1 the latter was away And had someone
Ito take the machine and !wise it to
I man 
l
found a mask him at The Palmer_ It was then box-e ed there. He point-
a revolver in her face and told ed up and Loh* was preparing to
her not to scream. 1.ater an a\ was . 111ill it bock to the factory.
found in the yard of the Snawder As all goods levied on virtually be-
home, which it was thought at the long to the sheriff, pending daspoei..
vim< might have been used by the bon of them by or of the courts,
murerer. Sheriff Ogilvie ppot out a warrantd 
This case is similar to the assault charging Loh= with stealing dna
revealed this morning, except that in typewriter. One week ago ',ohm me-
ttle case of Mrs. Salawder the man tinned the machine to the sheriff, and
wore a black mask, while the man in then yesterday when the warrant was
the other case ware a white mask, called for trial in the court of Jus-
This latest assault occurred three Lice Emery, County Attorney Albeit
weeks ago, and Mrs. Mattie Sanders, Barkley had it dismissed, as the
wife of Eli Sanders, wife of an L sheriff did not desire to prosecute
& N. carpenter, living at 703 L street, Lohm, the only object being to get
was the victim. back the typewriter.
Met Masked Man at Kitchen Door. The officers lectured Lohna and told
Mrs. Sanders said she had arises him to hereafter be a little careful
about 4:jo o'clock to prepare break- in his anxiety to prevent his firm
fast for her husband and her brother, from losing any balance due on type-
Clinton Huddlestonc, who hid to v.-i-iters sold others Lohni informed
leave home early. When she entered the court that they need not both r
the kitchen the noticed a slight nese as he would never again touch any
at the kitchen door, but paid no at- machane unless permitted by the
tention to it, thinking it was the wind, by the courts, under c rcumstances of
A moment later she went to the this nature.
kitchen door and opened it. To her
horror, she was confronted by a man.
He wore a long white mask which
reached almost to his waist. It was
still dark, only the first faint light of
the day and the rays of the lamp from
the kitchen enabling her to discern
this startling apparition.
Mrs. Sanders gazed on the man a
moment, too terror-stricken to utter Objections To Discharge.
a sound. Then the man struck at her The creditors of Dr. H. T. Hessig
v,ith a short club which he held in aie preparing objections they will
his hand. The blow descended on her He with Judge Evans of the United
head and knocked her senseless, but States court at Louisville, protest-
as the man drew pack to strike she ing against Iiessig being granted the
managed to scream, discharge in bankruptcy the referee
The man seized Mrs. Sanders by recommended be yiven him by the
the right arm and jerked her out of I.ouisville judge.
the door. She fell unconscious, bat
her hasband and brother had beard
her cry and rushed out. The man
fled, making his way around L street.
Though her husband and brother
had heard the noise of the man flee-
ing, they had not sees him, and at
first thought Mrs. Sanders had suf-
fered a heart attack, to which she is
subject. When she recovered, bow- there was no one at. home. He probs.
ever, she told them her story. A ably thought it a good time to rob
careful examination of the premises the house, and was investigating with
was made, but actin's' that would this view when Mrs. Sanders discoy.
serve us a trite of this fearsome erne! him.
visitor was discovered. ' Blood-Sseleed Rag Found.
Two days before this, Mrs. San- Morris Hume, living :n Stratton's
ders says, she was alone in the house addition, today found a bloody rag its
in the afternoon, when she saw a nes a ditch about twenty yards from the
gro peering in the window. She call- Etly home. It had been trampled on.
eri to him and he ran sway. It de- It is not considered of any import-
yeioped,' however, that this negro had nice as a clew, as it is thought it wils
been at the front door, and some men placed there by some one tisli wanted'
v.ho were worhilor near had told him to start excitemtat.., .._.
which is unprecedented.
The developments of thc day
the swank on Mrs. Sanders and
draining of Dry ten creek The po-
are
the
Wrong Party.
Yesterday Justic. Emer) took up
trial of the warrant charging Henry
Bradshaw, colored, with sodomy. Pt
developed that the negro arrested
was the wrong party.
Hearing Has Been Set.
Referee Bagby has set November
23rd as the time Wr bearing the
specificatien of objections entered in
the Finis W Perry bankruptcy pro-
ceeding".
•
.11•01411.1y01111.1.
City Engineer Washington is now Static, Galvanic, *Fa-
and this work has proceeded without tr the world to come. As fare
:PUTTING DOWN
GOOD SIDEWALKS
LONG STRIP OF BAD WORK
BESIDE OEHLSCHLAEGERS
DRUG STORE.
HEIN6 TORN UP
AND THE NEW LAID
4111TTERING IS BEING REBUILT
ON FOUNTAIN AVENUE BY
CONTRATOR'S MEN.
line Engineer Washington Is Burn-
ing the Midnight Oil At His
Finishing Estimates.
S.
Yesterday morning Contractor
Bridges put his men to work tear-
up a long strip of the concrete
aidewslk running alongside the John
Illeldschlaeger drug store at Sixth and
Broadway. This old concrete is to
ge torn up and displaced with new
arid good composition, immediately.
Wires the pavement was originally
loid the laborers worked at night on
seem of it. When the entire sidewalk
liras completed several weeks ago the
Sward of public works inspected it,
and found that some of that laid after
righdall was in bad shape. They
compelled the contractor to tear it up
before It would be officially accepted
110; the board and the abutting prop-
erty owners made pay for it. The
uses are chopping it up and as soon
III the old Is gotten out of the way,
new concrete will be put down. If
properly executed the work will then
be received
The men are also putting down new
guttering out on Fountain avenue
where some inferior workmanship
was executed when the pavements
were being constructed along that
block As soon as the thy engineer
reports to the board of works that
guttering has been put down the
board will officially accent the im-
provement and give the contractor his
estimates that will show what abut-
ting property ownerc owe as their
poetion of the expense.
--
Washington Street Work.
NI1 the storm sewers and guttering
have beein placed, and now the men
are excavatincr out in the middle of
Wathinoton street between Third and
Pirst strets, preparatory for the par-
tite brick. As one crew goes ahead
digging tip the street another is corn-
nd
For Dr. Pendley. tele- cute those who are denouncing them
phone 416. i for nominating him, hut they wanti Me Dever to serve them as high
'
priest at the tracrifice
When thee rtominated Barnett they
did ni3t consult the wishes of the peo-
seed. pie of Chicago in regard to the mat-
ter They were omrely farming out
the office% to vet vo(e• T%•-••
Commissioner of Agriculture Veer-
.",••••i-
totted Barnett to get the solid imamag along Mon laving the concrete 
grrotuing and foundation for the brick land has issued the following monthly rote. Now that they ,- ; the solidnegro vote, they do not w.-,t Barroot
The wet weather prevailing in Sep- 
men, Busse and the TIN f the C./01Cwhich will be started as soon as the crop report vet the beneRt ( f it.
omdation becomes firm. coounty Republican mach.ne from the
tember continued until the first week This reminds to - a *ors that a tie-
- - 
consequences of their act •
Worldng By Candle-Light. in Cirtober and wheat seeding and gro told down Sonia many years ago
corn gathering/. were preventeti. Since 
— —Sometseeiv Raid that if the negro didn't
working ono 12 o'clock every night then the weather has been favorable gel his rights in this world o. ...solo
at his home on West Broadway, get- interruption The acreage of wheat maid lbai was aot 500, because he hadtins; up the estimate' showing how
sown will he short. be;" r Pri (ler centmuch each abutting property. owner , 
owes the cqntractor for the concrete compared with toe. That which wes 
big old roaster died on the mune day '
sown early is eoenine up nicely and and in the otter world they met. Thesidewalks. 6itulithic and brick streets
with favorable conditione 3 gond r " -aster wns lame and tH• old ne-
A SUPERIOR CHARACTER.
$15.00 Suits for
$10.00
$20 and $22 Snits
S14.75
$25 and $30 Snits
$19.75
DON'T OVERLOOK OUR WASH GOODS SALE
20 PIECES OF FLANNELETTE IN BLUE, GREY AND LAVENDER GROUNDS WITH A
SMALL FIGURE; A zoC QUALITY AT s 
•
We Are Showing a Handsome Line of Furs
SILK BARGAINS FOR DRESSES AND WAISTS
FANCY DRESS SILK'S IN MANY BEAUTIFUL COMBINATION& FOR DRESSES AND
WAISTS; A $rao VALUE FOR, PER YSRD. (KW
Se,' Mrs. Clark's Line of Ladies Trimmed Hats
1 felts Gloves
Made of Taffeta S in Most ali
the prominent it' -des, with deep
ruffle, for $345
Long black silt Gloves at
Long black Kid Gloves at
Silk Petticoats
$150
$350
L. B. OGILVIE dIS Co.
AGENTS FOR BUTTIRICK PATTERNS
and storm sewers on Kentucky
stand is indicated. gro was active "Old trassa se.i 'navenue. Jefferson street, and Sixth, Pe: Aley, 311 }3"w-'y
Seventh and Ninth streets The engi- The corn yield will be large, being me-he sed." declared the old lit..
facer Is kept so busy during the ranposted at 702 per cent compared with "'You pack me on your I • ck. You bewhich was also a large yield. de host and be de eider!day with the different improvements
that he ends time only at night to
work on the estimates which wilt not
ise completed for ten days yet. It is
a mammoth undertaking and takes a
stupendous amount of calculating to
get the bills made out correctly, as
everybody is charged according to
member of front foot ton the invorove-
-event
OIL TRUST MUST GO
!Wort Will Bt Made By Uncle Sam
to Dissolve the Combine
W-aqhiligton, Nov. 13.--While no au
thoritative stateroom coOld he nlittelet
eti in regard to the matter there is
good reason to believe that the gov-
ernment has decided to institute pro
eeedinga against the Standard Oil
Company, tinder the Sherman anti-i
*vat act.
The objection .1:4 to obtain an or-
del of the court dissolving the com-
pany as it now exists, and rcstring
-t;; each of the seventy-five or .eighto
eonsftuent companies its proportion-
atc share of the stock
Ii iq also sonvht to compel the ob-
servance of the law inhibiting them
from entering into a•-• 
agreement or underatentEng with
each other with a view to -naintaining
prices on oil.
Corn is demo-zed from the wet weatio I dreamed we went up to-the pest-
er --oec and old masts tomato/ andand lacko sunshine. maturinte bad-
ly. and at least 20 per cent rff the St. Peter stuck his head oto'n de doh
corn crop will be unmerehantable and aa41, 'who's day?'
Winter Oats--The darerarre will be ' "'C,'1 Fohris Tv• nn 4 Oho
short on this crop. being Po per cent baaha coon/Ky, ineissirmi. is here
connored with t905. I "'All rieht Jonesi hitch yo'
Acreage on rye and barley about hosts on the outside and come on the
inside.'up to the average.
In the burly district, as also *c, (or -0•1 massas tin to heavnn
in the derk district. No improvement but I was de hoss and dry hitched
is shown in the condition of the to- me on de outside and I never did get
bare-0 cron. A severe freeze occurred into heween."'
on October TO and found moch tobac I 71— moehine want Bar-
co uncut in the field which was a to- nett to be the horse for their ticket.
Tenons causes is estimated at ae per the onteide of the n.13
tal loss. The damage on burly from iNow they want to hitch Bernett on
ceisL and ft z estimated yie.t1 is only The staters C'nicatru declared for
Ogee seat ris000t 
-e-hers of the Reptrb-
in the dark districts, reports indi- lican rtrAchine wend(' like, for the hen-
cate that the crop is damaged 20 per efit themselves at the next election,
cent ar.d the )-ield is RS net ^”t A to remove Barnett or to have him
lame per cent of the crop will be of 'decline office.
poor onality I roore to escape the after-election
Meadows and pastures are good and political effect of Raenett'a selertion
all kinds of livestock is in good condi- a move his been insnired by Ott P-
tion. Inooliean lee-If-Vs. which is that Mr.
Very little disease exists amen Dever a:s a four-vest men received
asoete. mules are high and in good N"'", • Of thin ditl Barnett. a two-.
demand. year men, and for this reason has a
Labot is scarce in all seetionc rinht, tinder the constitution, to the
Office.
The Vagabond, is the title of a Mr. Dever states he will have no
tramp matrazirle that is on hecrin n1.• •1-:c pes"., to have him save
Ce-ole moo Oelo one is- the Republicans from the consenttene-
gee win be pohlielted in a city. The es of Batnett's election, sehatever
originator of this ides is Everett these enneennenres may he. M.r. De-
Invd, a former Seattle newenaoer ver 's hioO-minded oentleman andFred M. Warner. who has just been man. Ac soon as he has issned the does well in not permitting himselfre-elected Republican governor of Seattle nember he will start for en- t.• he used as a means to drive aMichigan, is an Englishman by birth, other city. Tide will be continued newro out of the Republican wood-bat was brought to this country by until every large city la the United pile.his parents when he was 3 years old. States 'has been covered. The editor It is un-Arnericar to darrilre any'Although only 30, he has held public expects then to start for Eurone !person of an office after. Ile is elect-office continuously for fifteen years, where the same plan is to ohe ear- le', to that office fiy majoterty of theand no man in the country in pub- tied runt. The oragarine is to maintain rtes,lic life has a cleaner record. He has a high literary quality. Mr. Lloyd eirvg Remember, the ExerninerSe n at the head of all movements for and in every city the best writers, will Barnett and fouoht him hard. Thereform in his state. be askedlo contribute. Jaek London r' t. ^4" end
will have an article in the first issue eatot rareett and Republican wotersGtoroge H. Allen, who recently of the Vagabond, and other otrooi- of ("Meer° elected Barnett P^•—••broke the world's record by walking neet writers have volunteered to en- will demand Ms rights under the &-from Land's End to Jobn O'Groats- tribitte. eision of the toionle at the hallot box,nearly ono miles-in seventeen days Let those litho nominated him and1 a vegetarian, a lifelong teetotaler Sillicita--So you think their friend- those "ho elee#ed him ans,c,er forand a nonsmoker, }fie
last two da s it again be defeated. then the pronh- Ad
. average for the rthip will end in marriage, eh? Cyni- The nerwo eannot be biome&
eighte-eight and a ball miles 3 day end of it 
-Philaticilhia Record-z 
• oloose.--oi 
aol toward relieving Messrs, will become • troth
In Old Missouri.
IjIi News-S. irnitar )
• R( pub!: -an. Missouri is coming."
says the .St. Lou; Globe Democrat.
Not so. Honesty is s mply -trying
to locate itself in our sister state.
-.-o years ag. the tin ispected hap-
pened. Missouri went Rtpuhlican ex-
cept fn Goy. Folk's case. And it was
exactly right in iu doir - The Mis-
souri Democracy had ome rotten.
It was another Pennsylvania. Demo-
cratic legislators had for years been
in the control of lobbyists The trusts
had them by the throat Every ses-
sion was a fresh triumph for corrup-
tion. Senators were making fortunes
out of the bribe money of special in-
terests. The member of either branch
who did not go home w th in-ncy
enough to buy a farm was either a
fool or what was much rarer in Jef-
ferson City, an honest man. He was
at any rate in a hopeleoi minority
in the state house. One of the
stote's representatives in the United
States senate was openly charged with
active connection with the money
lobby. He had been governor for
four years. A lot of the crooks went
to pr son. It is to be hoped that
Senator Stone will at least be sent
to political retirement.
The yictory was not really Repub-
lican It was a victory, if not for
honesty, at least over notorious and
outrageous dishonesty. To gain this
victory the Democratic party, mis-
led by Corrupt bosses, had to be de-
throned. The air could be purified
orly by the defeat of its gang.
Missouri is really a Demwatic
state, and if the new legislature will
do its duty, if it will resist every ap-
proval of wrong doers, if it will keep
off scandal and corruption, and do
for the people whet they are entitled
In demand, the party will be a thous.-
ard fold better and stronger than be-
fore its defeat of goo4. Should it
. fail, no appeals to party fealty will
lye strong enough to make the Mis-
souri voter contnue it in power. All
.1.-t too-ft "non the natty itself. Should
•
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Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
Edison and Victor Phonegraphs
and a General Supply of musk
on hand. If you want to buy,
It will pay you to call and see
our stock.
Look out for cut Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broalny
••
\Vt: e:::re:F,C the greatest
l'. ;•-• ...:..-e in seleing our ettiglass•
fp.' t'unsequently Gnr di:zplay is of thethiguest standard. - We aim to combine. perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs. .
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
• (Wedding and Holiday Gifts
JILIWolff 81144 Jeweler
...1•Mmno
••••••••••••••
.1 WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build the house; yea pay for as yaw
pay tent. Vacant lob in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
proposed car so Broad to anise depot and on Mies
streets from he to limo each. Buy now on itistalkneut Oho
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Property le
merino:in( replay.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Hard D. Sanders, Pres. and Yr. Phone 74.
*sib&
heave s I sh glen
Or gloomy den
And smile again;
Because you then,
Like Abets Ben.
Will love all men;
.t en..
You smile again.
- -Zane Thompson.
Symptoms of Disease Americanitis.
The American conscience is threat-
enen with fatty degeneration.
The American heart is beating too
rapidly to be able long to stand the
I pace.The American brain is awhirl with
money madness.
A BLACK
WHITE ELEPHANT[ADP' TAILOR MADt SUITS at
CHICAGO REUBT ICAhlS VERY
ANXIOUS TO GET RID OF THIS SUIT SALE IS THE BEST OF THE SEASONONE THEY HAVE,
DO'T MISS IT.
Put Negro on Ticket to Catch Negro
Vote and the Black Was
Elected. THE SUITS ON SALE REPRESEST THE CHOICEST STYLES OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT
MANUFACTURERS. THE MATERIALS ARE THE MOST POPULAR AND, FASHIONABLE
•
The republicans of Cook county KINDS AND THE WORKMANSHIP WILL BE INSTANTI.Y RECOGNIZED AS BEING OP 
'1
•at
have elected a negro to the office of1 i'hese three complications are the
'principal ones which make up Amen- judge S nee thi. elrezion irany voter.
'canitis a disease with which the na-
Speaking as a doctor, ljhould say 
who cast a ballot for Barnett are look-
ing around for somebody to blame,'turn is suffering at present
! s.vs 'the Chicago Examiner.this is a very complicated disease. I
,,find, as I lay my hand upon the pa- . The trust newspapers, which knew
ltient's heart, that it is beating with of Barnett's color and his candidacy,
'abnormal rapidity. It cannot keep up saw 
nothing about either before the
that pace very long.
election. On the day following th,-1 find extreme nervousness and
restlessness. The American does not election they had much to say. One
v tu.r.ier butler duty forwalk, be runs When he eats he does •-•t '-- -'
not masticate. It is no wonder men the R•nublican machine of Cook coun-
who are dying long before they grow ty advised Barnett to resign. The
old are traveling around trying to paper in a very lordly way said he
keep the spark of life in their bodies. could not, without compromising his
In one block not far from where I 'dignity, take the. office.
am standing are thirty-four widows I The Chicago Examiner was the
,'hose husbands burned out their only paper in Chicago that fought
nerve force and hearts by overwork against the election of Barnett as bas
There is another complication in record. After Barnett was elected
this disease of the nation. As I ex- the Examiner fah that in spite of his
amine the (-onset' sae I find a strange record the Republicans of Cook coon -
the touch. It does not respond to ty wanted him and that there was
the touch It seems to obe threatened nothing more to do.
.with fatty degeneration. And it is not Gov. Deneen, Roy West, Fred Bus-
surprising when one considers all se Fred Blount, Jim Pease, Reddick
the terrible recent exposures of graft and the other lights of the Cook
Isand dishonesty among Inapt-once coos- county Republican machine nominat-
ponies, among the packers, among the wi Barnett Barnetee name was on
railroads. One does not know where s slate that was prepared in Busse's
Ito look for absolute integrity. Graft loffice. Barnett's race was known atof all kinds seems too abound-corn.- i the time.
mercial gr:.'t educational graft, po- 1 The machine reirultrty put him on
litical graft 'and medical roan But the Republican ticket and Republican
back of the other complicatidns of soters cast their ballots for him its
Americanitis is the trouble with the sufficient number to etre. h.., si ,,„
brain. Without question we are get- the Rennblican leaders want to go be-
ting money mad. Gold is oar Feat band the returns is some way and oust
besetting sin. The simple fact is that the negro. They had no idea when
unless some cure is speedily found. they nominated Barnett that his elee-
the nation will perish.-Dr. John Bal- tion would create the usfavorable
coin haw. • comment on themselves that it has.
- Dencen. West and the rest of them
would now sacrifice Barnett to pla-
KENTUCXY CROPS
Wet Weather Delayed Wheat
fag and Corn Gathering.
r Acl•c, Eletlric't and
Vibratory 'assage for
Female -.Id Nervous
Diseases. Dr. J W
vertisey of his long tramp was cus-Yes; I moss that wili be the ,And no llefeated canclidete *tumid lend csr (If our St. LulsIvitinaP4warr
c
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s' LOUISVILLE TELEPHONE RATE HARV1CK CS :S TEM BY
ORDINANCE IS NOW A LAW POSTPONED ITCHING ECZEMA
THAT CIT YHAS TAKEN A FORWARD STEP T
OWARDS REGU-
LATING THE RATES OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, AND 
WHICH IS
MORE THAN LIKELY TO LEAD UP TO MUNICI
PAL OWNER-
SUM
Mayor Barth has signed the tele-
/ phooe ordinance p..ssed by both
• &oft' of the general council, aifixing
• his signature to the document yester-
day afternoon, after it had been sent
to him with the approval of the city
attorney, says the Louisville Herald.
This morn ng the Cumberland Tele-
phone Company, through its attor-
neys, Fairlegh. Straus & Fairleigh,
will file a petition in the Federal
‘ourt, seeking to enjoin the city trinu
carrying 6 tuthe prolOsions of thg or-
4
"I
1 I
4
•
The petition Will plead that the
l'ifth amendment of the United States
eonsttiution is being violated, in that
property is being taken away without
due process of law. The claim is also
• set up that the reduction of rites or-
dered by the city amounts practically
to confiscation. The Fifth amend-
ment provides that "No person • • •
shall be deprived of life, liberty or De C,astellane Voic
es His Ideas as
property, without due process of law.", His Wife and Her Br
others.
City Can Regulate.
the eye of the general council and
their rates will be regulated. If the
city wins the first suit, victories in
the other cases are practically a mat-
rei of course.
Public Ownership.
Public service regulation may be
the first step, also, toward ownership
of public utilities. Many of those In.
the city administration favor the
ownership o fthe lighting service, and
opposed the resent franchise ordi-
nance on that ground. If the city
wins the regulation suits it will
-trcngthen the movement toward a
centralisation of control in the mu-
,and seems to open the way
is:1yard eventual ownership.
NNRuneurtsvgamNNISt IdhtnaaH
USED HER MONEY;
'TWAS GREAT FAVOR
— 
.
City Attorney Richards was asked "Me I am French
, yes: but. of an
yesterday whether teh cow would appearance AnlieriCall. Ab, the Arner-
ican men—they are athletic, nest-cc
fight to have the ordinance upheld.
"We will fight to the last ditch."
he said, "even if the gase goes to the
supreme court of the United States,
as is probable The city we believe.
has a tight to regulate the rates of
its public service corporations; if It
lief not the right, then the charter
•'4uld be amended by the legislature
sO. u to give it that power.'
The defeat of the ordinance means
„leach to the Cumberland Telephone
Company Under the provisions of
the measure its rates are reduced to
the figures which coincide with those
fixed in the ordnance granting a fran-
chise to the Home Telephone Corn-
pay This being the case, the ques-
tion of discrimination cannot eater
into the argument, and the only ques-
tion will be as to the city's right to,I am devoted And after my letters—
regulate rates !pool! I am no more than—sipt--a
The company has at least 5.000 sub- snap of the finrers. The rude Amen-
sabers is the city who will be af- can brothers who resemble me in per-
fected by the reduction The rates sons! beauty and manliness, but lack
as fixed are as follows Office tele- polish, they snap their fingers.
plo.nes. $4 a month; residences, with My wife she snap her fingers1
ka one mils of the courthourne, $a a The very poodle he snap fingers.
toroth; owtside of this limit, but with. It is bard to be a gentleman. The
in two miles of the courthouse. $2 so days of chivalry are over--ail Is
a month; beyond this, $3 a month; trade, money, debts. Debts! As if
desk extensens. $1.
Immediate Effect. 
le nobleman can have debts. Ah, the
canaille! They rule us today. these
The ordinance provides that it go debt-collecting tradesmen. Cursed
iuto immediate effect after its publi blue?
cation. so that citizens who have tile- I Well, it is the others w
ho suffer by
phones will have a right to ins;st that c( mparioon With me I expand my
their bills for this month be lowerea, ehest and whistle in the face of fate.
oilers the Federal court, through The nobility dies but never p
ays I
Jodie Evans, grants a temporary re- have taken my wife
's money: T can do
straining order. If the city is up_ no mere. it as a sweet 
sacrifice—for
i•old the company will later be corn- i nst. And it is 
not appreciated? Ciell
relied to refund overcharges, even if i But what 
sin I to do? I will write
the case drags through to the hiding ia 1  
 
letter—here's—here's tthe very note'
tribunal in the country, the timplINDO I "Dea
res
t''r---.T love 
you.' 
T
need
another hundred thousand francs. I
to
JUDGE PURYEAR PUT BO'gH Suffered Tremendous /jching Over
WARRANTS OVER UNTIL Whole Body—Scratched Until
TODAY FOR TRIAL. Bled — Worso- at Night, With
Soreness and'Excniciating Pains
—A Westem:Lady's
WONDERFUL CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
John Callahan Is Chartged With Cut-
dog John Rook and Was
Given a Continuance.
court of the United States. adore you. Better make it two has'.
The penalties for failure to ob- dred thousand. Do not leave me to
serve the ordinance are heavy, fines die like a 
count." 
t.eing fixed for each overcharge at Ir. any one, even an American. ig-
from Pio to ;too If the present'nor-ant of nobility's needs and feel-
tato= are maintained against all of •mfrs. can resist flied—Chicago Exam-
the subscribers, the company will be
I able for penalties of from $eo.000 ...e.
t. Ssoo,000
Since -the ordinance was passed by
the lower board of the general coun-
cil Ncorernber 5. the telephone com-
pany has been busy. Conferences were
held between the local manager, G..
G. Hall, and the °freers at the head-
quarters of the company in Nash-
s;',1:, Tenn., and it was determined
sot to yield. Fairleight, Straus &
Fairleight were instructed to fight
tbn. ordinance, and the chances are
that an extended litigation has begun.
Originally More Drastic.
The ordinance was passed in a
isrich more drastic form the lower
loiard nearly a year ago When it
was sent lo the uppc:- board it was
d'sctissed for a long time, and after
meetings of the revision committee
had been held with the repredentatives
of the Cumberland Telephone Com-
pany, it was passed by the Aldermen
in an amended form, which reduced
the number of questionable points,
And made it coincide with the ordi-
nance under which the Home Tele-
phone Company acts. It applies to
all telephone companies in the cft7,
hot, for the reason just aiendoned, it
really affects only the Cumberland
Telephone Company.
After beng sent back to the lower
board of the counc.ili it was rep9rted
at the last meeting, November s, by
the revision committee, and was pass-
ed without a dissenting vote It was
pet Into the hands of the city &Hor-
ne?. who examined it In order to A.
pus? And me, I am of the ense—eile
college rar-rah boy, the pasyer of ball
dc pied In addition I am a noble, a
gentians&
Ah, but the American girl---ellyine
one stunner, as they say I adore her.
I married see of bar.
I treated her as a nobleman should
I used her money common, money
made in plebeian railroads. without
evincing a esossent's hesitation. Alt,
the sacr.fice.. But, noblesse oblige?
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Puryear continued until
today the breach of the peace war-
rant gotten out against E. J. Harvick,
who is charged with striking Lawyer
Eaton, in the hallway at the Frater-
nity building. The coourt also con-
tinued evio until tod.iy the request
that Harvick be placed under bond
to compel him to keen the nPace.
There was dismissed the warrants
charging Will Kramer, August Burg
and Charles Helbach with engaging
in a fight yesterday morning early on
the front porch of Dr. Pendley's resi-
dence, on Broadway, near Ninth
street
Until today was postponed the war-
rant charging Pete O'Brien with rob-
bing J. W. Guilliet of money while
they were out "rounding" together.
Bob McGee, colored, was held to
the grand jury on the charge of as-
saulting Adeline Morton with a base-
ball bat out about Ninth mid Wash-
ington streets
Bogus Bell was fined $15 and costs
for disorderly conduct.
John Callahan was given a contin-
uance until Saturday of the warrant
charging bins with cutting soother.
Callahan works at the railroad shops
and is charged with cutting Jahn
Rook
NEGRO STIRS UP
HORNET'S NEST
I "en 114 her "Y n'Y debt' "di Attempts to Start Tremble in }Deb-
this money of the canaille. And to man and Barely Escapes Viol-
pay disgusting mercenary trade, i ence at Hands of a Mob.
is another sacrifice but noblesse
oblige? 1
Ah, but my love? Love is the grand
passion. One can love beauty and
one can love money. Me, I love both.
$
Lit& Children.
Ma) the oil-wise Father with
knot hand
messure me that in His
I shall stand
Amounted "one of them."
perfect home
None enter 11 1Ve as little ones
come.
—Margaret N Ceiednow.
srrac-
Right Kind of Typewriter.
1 The world's champion typewriter,
Miss Rose Fritz, holds the record.
Number of words written in an hour,
4467: in thirty minutes. 2%64; In ten
minutes. Oe): in five minutes, Atoo: in
.one T11.11.1114 2T9. Miss Fritz says:
"The best way to increase speed on"
the typewriter is by repetition prac-
tice. Take a piece of about 200 or 300
iwools and nractice it over and over
;Again, probably 75 or too times, ac-
ctirately History, speeches and news-
paper editorials are very srood to prac-
tice on. In fact, kinds of matter
help to acquire speed." What is chief-
), needed, however, is a typewriter
who has some knowledge of punctua-
tion marks and who is not in the habit
oof spelling cat with two t.—Ex.
Wyoming was admitted to tfie union
July it, to.
The rails on the Belt Line road in
Philadelphia are the heaviest in the
world. .They weigh 142 pounds to the
yard. and are seventeen pounds bray-
- 
whether it was proof against They. 
ier than any rails ever used before.
are ballasted in concrete andlevel bontlis, an dit was then sent
with his approval to the Maior, Mr 
rtt:Irte-f.tich girders were treed to bind
'nth signed it yesterday afternoon
It is quite certain that the passage When Rider Haggard was a child
of the ordinance and the beginning of a very old doll of battered wood, hid-
litigation ii the first skirmish in a eottsly ugly, was one of his favorite
Vest fight for the control and revile- playthines, and also of the other chil-
don ul Public service corporations of dren of the family. An old nurse
every sort in LonisyMe. Lighting need to call this doll "She." and in
companies, street railways and other later years the novelist borrowed the
earpontdoep width serve the gable, name foe the heroine of his most
nominally, at least, will come under Nepal hook.
..M•••••••••
Hickman, Ky., Nov. 13.—A Mis-
souri negro named John Porter at-
tempted to take the town here Satur-
day afternoon and nearly met death
at the hands of an Infuriated mob
The negro became angry, at John
Luck, 2n aged cripple and struck him.
He then aeted in sorb an impudent
manner that Policeman Joe Ballard
attempted to arrest him and the negro
immediately closed with the officer,
endeavoring to cat him with a knife.
He might have succeeded in Injwilig
the officer had not help arrived in the
form of angry citizens, who were bent
on hanging Porter It as all the
offwers could do to get the black in
jail, members of a mob which had
quickly formed following close behind
the prisoner and kicking and beating
him whenever opportunity offered.
CARNIVAL OF CRIME IN
FULL SWAY AT PITTSBURG
Pittsburg. Pa Nov. i3.- Almost
simultaneously with the numerous
burglaries .and cases of highway rob-
bery in this city, come reports from
throughout Allegheny and- adjoining
counties of like crimes accompanied
by violence In dspatches to the As-
sociated Press last night no less than
eight such cases were reported within
a hundred miles of Pittsburg, some
of them attended with fatal results.
line with steps taken by the
Pittsburg city authorities, the offi-
cials of neighboring boroughs began
Last night to take precautions against
"epidemic of crime" in theirkingdom any
bailwicks.
for in tint At Sewickley *last night an ordin-
ance was passed by the local coun-
they
dicalliiserallabigng upon the policepoP°licleitteo 
force
ehend
all suspicious characters. The boi-
ocgb council of Sharpsburg empow-
ered the police commissioners to
employ as many additional men as
deemed necessary
THE GOOD OLD DAYS.
a give us back the good old days
That live in song and story,
Before our wishes and our ways
Became so migratory;
Before the trolley and toy gun,
The automobile, just for fun,
Gave quick transit to glory.
When men were boys at thirty still,
At forty not disabled.
When pampkins paid the doctor's MI,
And microbes were not labeled:
When foreign nations had their scraps
Are wives could flirt with other chaps
Without it being cabled
.1114111n7
When men with women they had
solved •
Had time to get ac.quhinted,
When we for wealth with honor
strived,
When heaven lay 'round us unawares,
And earth was sweeter for the prayers
Of men and women sainted.
Alas, those days will come no more,
Their simple joys affright us.
Our life is smitten to the core
With get-there-eli-itis;
One pains and pills are polyglot,
And one is deemed a social blot,
Alt-bout appendicitis.
—Doogdage
Subscribe for the Register.
River Stages
"Last year at this time I suffered
with a tremendous itching on my
back, which grew worse and worse, un-
til it spread•over the II hole body, and
only my face and hands were (rm.
For four months or so I suffered the
torments of the damned, and I had to
scratch, scratch, scratch, until I bled.
At night when I went to bed things
got worse, and I had at times to get
up and swatch my body all over, until
was an sore as could be, and until I
suffered excruciating pains. I did uot
know what it was, and resorted to a
number of blood purifiers, using at
times also Cutieura Soap. They told
me then that I was suffering from
eesems, Then I made up my mind
that I would also use Cuticura Oint-
moot and Cutieum Resolvent. I used
them according to instructions, and very
soon indeed I was greatly relieved. I
tmatinued until well, and now I am
ready to recommend theCutionm Been-
seas to any one who suffers as did your
obedient servant. Mrs. Mary Meteor,
Sweetwater, Okla., June 28, Ian"
TORTURING, DISFIGURING
Humors. Bauman, and Itcbings
Cured by Cutie..ura
The agonising itching and burning
of the skin, as in eesema; the frightful
sealing, rs is psoriasis; the low of hair
end eruoting of scalp, as in walled
heed—all deanand a reznedy of almost
soperhumen virtues to succenifully
elope with them. That Cuueura Soap.
Ointmetit, and Pith are such stands
proven beyond all doubtg— 17 =.:.;,171.2 ,..et":*=.11111.":4 ...,„..... mu 1.• bed a/ al illosilla A• •111•5 = Dyes amd Chow con...6•••illallue, . Bow ID (re Dee, illmom-
F I HERMAN'S LUCK.
Pearl Found In Mussel Opened for
Fish Bait—Worth From Stoop
to $soock
The Hopkinsville New Era says:
Peter Barker a prominent Christian
county farmer, found a pearl in a muse
• aliz11 which is said to be the larg-
cat and probably the tweet ever 1111-
..overed in this region. Mr. Barker
was fishing on Red river, nett Clarke-
yak, and opened the mussel for bait
He brought the pearl to his home in
this city. Taylor Hichman of Louis-
ville, who is here visiting his mother,
()offered a large stun for it and se-
cured an option op it if Mr. Barker
decides to sell it The peal was sent
O St. Louis to be tested. A local Jew
her offered $250 for the pearl before
any test was made, and after a close
examination said its worth would
probably range between $r000 and
$scioo The pearl is loaf shape and
weighed 24 grass.
Frederick Courtland Penfield of
New York, formerly United States
minister to Egypt, writer of books
and magazine articles on foreign trav-
el and diplomacy, has just been noti-
fied by the French government of has
promotion to be an officer in the Le-
glop of Honor. Mr. enfield was cre-
ated a chevalier of the order on New
Year's day 1905. Six years ago Mr.
Penfield won the gold medal of the
French acedemy. He has also received
numerous European decorations
ILLINOIS CEN RAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
M111•1111111W 
WHE', ti DID YOU 6U t'
YOUR PIANO?
at
T y Make Then
IW. T. Miller;
Selected This
He and His limner Have a Large New Stock ati
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
Louis, Mo.—Deep-water . JII-
V..11'1 on Dates of sale, Nov and
14. 6; limiZ, Nov. IR. toi6
trip rate, $7.31.
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. 22 to a& tgo6, inclusive; return
limit to days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at pc:nts
as are authorized on winter' tourist
tickets. Round trip rate $on
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. 78
to at, took inclusive; return l'out
Nov. 28, too& By depositing ticket
and paying fee of Sr an extension may
be had to Dec. rik toe Found trip
rate $toSo.
lie who titters falsehoods shall not
be credited when he speaks the truth.
—Aristotle.
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H °NEST
PAWNBROKER',
ammo Busman Iii THE CITY. MONEY LOANAD ON
111 ALL VALUABLES
I. COHEN
see SOUTH 811100111111h "4  1.111.111i
••••• • 011••••
am_ 
INSURE WT111---mmc-
L. L. BEBOUT
Air baths for Rheu-
maiism, Gout Nicotine,
AleohOl Poison and
Blood Diseases. Dr.
J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway
••••••• •
General Insurance Agency
IMIN••••••••••••••••
Mace 106 Broadway Phones:Office 383—Residence 1696
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated,)
:GEN ERAL.:dARTAGECBUSINESS,
•••••••
SUPERIOR FACILITIII POE HANDLING FREIGHT. MACHIN&
KEY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SZCORD AND MO/* ROIL BOTH PROMO.
P•CD. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Caron Directory Company
Of lovisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Per the convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Padesels.
have pieced copies of the directories of the cities named below In the mew
ing Register office at en Breeders y, where the public is invited ft
what dashing the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CTTIES CONTAIN •
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE
-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITE,
STATES.
List of Directories on Pile
ALLEGFIENY CITY, PA.
ATI MITA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. T.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, G.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY. COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, ICY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
D1111101Y, MICE
DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONE.
INDIANAPOLIS. HIE.
IEFFICE00/gra.m
smgsAs CITY. EA&
KNOXVILLE. TEEM
LOS ANGELIS, CAL.
LOUISVILLE. XT.
MAIIPIATTAIL M. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PANIC** DIRISCTORY
mow • ft,L1 cr' SALE:
PRICE $4.00
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONI'..
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT. KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIE. MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY,
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, W. Ir.
WATERBURY. CONN.
YONEERS, N. Y.
FOR tgeSug
4.7 ail
"They are (Potent relatives." In-
deed? About how &starer "Accord- CARON' DIRECTORY. COMPANY
lugto Bradstreees latest, they are
about ten million dollar, retnoved."—
Peck,
_
Register Office, 533_Broedway
s.
-•
•
' At Register Building, 523 Broa
dway
feillIN WILHELM,
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
REGISTER REWSPAPER CO.
PUBLISHED BY THE
(lneorporsted.)
Treasurer 
weys been to bluff and bulldoze the
ley of the Cumberland people has al- '
tlis same for all companies The pol-
declared that the city would regulate
the telephone rates and fixed them
council took the bull by the horns and
tween that city and the -Cumberland .
Telephone: Company. The general
The fight is on at Louisville be •
, panics. What the general patdic fraats
neither are all wealthy men smart
p10)-es from wrecking banks.
frame a few rules and regulations
ti for bank officers and directors to
thet will prevent officers and em -
All smart men are not wealthy, BY CONFEDERATE VETER-
DELEGATION OF SIX NAMED
MEET RFMAINS
ANS LAST NIGHT.
THAT ADMIT OF NO COMPETITION.
CREATION. THE LATEST IN COLOR OR MATERIAL CAN 
AL-
WAYS BE POUND IN THIS DEPARTMENT, AND AT PRICES
IS BEING CONSTANTLY REPLENISHED WITH EACH NSW
it4+++++++4.1-44.1.4.-1111.1.4*-114-Sei-H-4-1-1-4-1-4-S-h+a-e-hi-4-4•44-14-1.4.
OUR ALREADY COMPLETE I.INE OF WOOL DRESS Qom:*
STORE i,
THE RtfilsIER Teleplume Fight at -Lotaio
ville.
fare to frame a new law 4:0 .rtop
We notice where the moniy kings cOmFE ro
MITT RACKET
public and by such a polcy has al-
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary The Veterans, Will Take Charge of 
WE INVITE A CAREFUL INSPECTION OF THIS sis ic•c
ways managed to be in hot water at wily MECCA the Corpse of Their Dead Corn-
Hewed at the Postoffice of Paa 
AND COMPARISON OF THE GOODS AN'D PRICES.
Memphis, Louisville, Paducah and al- rade Upon its Arrival.
Ky.. as second clam mail matter most everyw
here else that they do
du-
business. Some months ago that OF METHODISTS The meetingSHIRT OR MORE TASTY ASSORTMENT OF STYLES AND COL-last evening of the NOWHERE WILL YOU FIND A BETTER QUALITY OFOsie Wear 
Men's Department
•
cub.
$5.00 company obtained a temporary in -
Six Months  240 junction from the Federal court re- 
James T. Walbert camp of Confeder- ORS THAN WE ARE OFFERING FROM 5oc TO $tec).
ate veterans in the police courtroom
was largely attended, as the object of MEN'S HEAVY JERSE
Y KNIT COTTON OVERSHIRTS, A f.
Three Months  "25 stiaining the city of Paducah from
OM Week  JO and HUNDREDS
 THERE ATTEND-
- 
ING THE MEMPHIS CON- 
the gathering was to take sttps to- WARM AN
D HEAVY SHIRT FOR COLD WEATHER. AT soc. *
interfering with that company,
as a consequence it has had a free weeds, preparing for the funeral of 
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL OVERSHIRTS AT Soo° AND Si.5o. cl
FERIFNCE MEN'S HEAVY RIBBED ALL-WOOL HALF HOSE AT asc.
Anyone fasting to receive this paper their departed brother, Major Thomas
larly should report tne matter te reign 
in ths city tearing up streets or MEN'S SOFT-FINISH HALF-WOOL HOSL IN NATURAL, TAN
Register Office at once. Tele sidewalks wherever it suited thei
f , E. Moss, whose
 body is expected to 
arrive here before the end of this week AND BLUE, AT 15c.
w
phone Cumberland 318, pleasure and planted poles just where Bishop Galloway Repoi-ted Much Bet- from Newport News. The body is in 
MEN'S FULL SEAMLESS FINE CASHMERE HOSE IN BLACK
ter in Yesterday's Dispatches.- 
W
Echoes From Pulpits. 
OR OXFORD GRAY AT asc. fieit pleased. But those things cannot charge of h's daughter, Mrs. Marie
Moss Wheat, who has had to remainlast always and during the term of
— — 
at the coast city the usual number Men's Gloves
the Federal court in this city next of days in quarantine.
week a decision will be reached in Report, last night from Ripley. Durieg the session last evening the MEN'S SILK-LINED DRESS GLOVES. ASSORTED, AT Seas.
the case. It is one thing to secure an Tenn., were that several hundred of fonowing committee was selected by MEN'S GENUINE DOGSKIN GLOVES, ASSORTED. AT Soss
Wireday Morning November 14, tea. iiijunction and another to have it the Memphis Methodist conference the camp members to meet the corpse MEN'S FLEECE LINED ASTRACHAN GAUNTLETS AT sot.
' delegates and visitors had arrived to at the Union Depot when it reaches MEN'S HEAVY WORK GAUNTLETS AT soc AND St.00. 
w
made perpetual
' patticipate in the huge gathering here: Colonl Joseph E. Potter; Cap- MEN'S BUCKSKIN GAUNTLETS AT ST.30.
The Republican Deficit. Ilse ccrurts have time and time which opens there this morning, and lain James Knger, Captain IA'ill'am MEN'S ASSORTED WOOL GLOVES AT asc. 
Ch
's again passed upon the rights of remains in session until next Mon- IL Patterson. Messrs Richard j. 
tic
The republicans took full charge oi All the Paducah Ministers and Barber, Joseph Ullman and li. P. 
gr
The general council last January and 
e.:ties to regulate rates charged by daY• Ladieb' and Children's Gloveseepreaentatives have gone, whqe yes- Howkins, Sr. This deelgation will es- n.
public utility companies and the only
the first dash out of the box was to terday and last night the trains car- con the body from depot
 to the Elks'
r ason that many cities do not as- LADIES' GOLF GLOVES, PLAIN AND FANCY COLORS. AT itied a continual stream of people into Home on North Fifth street where 
to
' fix the tax rate at $1.6s or 20 cerils sert their rights is because they are that thriving little city the remains lay in state until the fun- aSc. 3S4 AND Soc• 
e.
less than the rate the year before. LADIES' FINE KID GLOVES, ASSORTED. AT Shoo AND IlLgo. 
I
too timid to force the issue and push eral service., which will be conducted
They were warned by those familiar Bishop Galloway Better. ;ma the building. LADIES' LONG SILK GLOVES. IN BLACK OR WHITE, AT
 S. 
III.
the case. In Chicago the telephone
with conditions that the rate was too Dispatches )•eikerday from jack- li is probable the funeral will be $1.35 AND $141. 
to
low, but the wise-acres thought they 
cempany's lawyers undertook to tell EMI, Miss., stated as follows regard- (ire of the largest ever held in this LADIES' LONG LISLE GLOVES AT 75C TO gSc.
knew better. The very fact that Pa-
that city what could be done and in the condition of Wshop Galloway. city, as the d'stinguished dead was LADIES, HEAVY FLEECE-LINED CASHMERE GLOVES AT
thicah is steadily growing, and that
what could not be done, but the city cue of the greatest Methodist divines a prominent man of Paducah.in the college of bishops who has As soon as Mrs. Wheat starts from LADIES' AND BOYS' FLEECE-LINED LEATHER DRIVING
common sense would teach that the 
authorities paid no attention what- been critically ill for some days: Newport News she mill telegraph the GAUNTLETS AT soc. E
larger the city, the larger the expense ever to 
their advice but went right "The condition of Bishop Galloway Paducahans what train to meet. CHILDREN'S FLEECE-LINED LEATHER GLOVES. FUR TOP.
seems to ahead with the case and won a corn- contnues to show steady improve- AT soc.
of conducting its affairs,
Ode victory in the courts, and since ment, wHich was the last report from BOYS' AND MISSES' GOLF GLOVES AT ac.have had no signhcance to the re - his home this evening. He has been
that time the telephone company has BOILER PLUG BLOW OUTpublicans In arriving at a tax rate Mate to move about his home at in-
, 
First been a5 docile as a lamb. In Padu- Children's Underwearthere are three prime factors; item,. but shows traces of weakness
was the appropriations expended the teah the same tactics have been re- and is still 
feeble in body. His mind Columbia Factory Scene of a Littl
e
OUR CHILDREN'S WINTER UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENTIS
sorted to, and only a few weeks ago is as clear and active as ever, and 
Scare Yesterday Aftern am
year before necessary, observing the
' 
COMPLETE WITH ALL THE BESI VARIETIES IN EITHER THE
great precaution has to be observed in
rumber on the payrolls and the work the city was importuned to leave the order to prevent ,les over-exercising a For while 
yesterday at, :noon it UNION SUITS OR SEPARATE VESTS AND PANTS.
accomplished in each department; seer csret,ter in the hands of the lawyers beth vocal and physical powers to any I 
,..:te thought the boiler in ihe engine
on& was the money honestly expend- for settlement, but the general coun great extent." 
- . 
room had blown up at tit Columbia Men's and Womens' Underwear
and 1 cil stood pat and said let it be set- 
. Company's plant in Meshanicsburg.
ed This makes up the budget, THE SPECIAL VALUES TO BE FOUSD IN THESE TWO DE
the courts. Paducah had just ' Minister Hurt Himself. 
and quite a scare was gis it the em-
if it cannot be demonstrated that dis-jtied by pleses on account of the ',lace rapid- PARTMENTS ARE TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION. WE OFFER
honesty is to be found in the admin.. as well settle the question now, as at his home on North Sixth street as IY
Rev.*1E. H. Cunningham is laid up filling w th, steam. I "castigation ONLY SUCH GOODS AS WILL INSURE FOR US THE CONTIN-
istration, then those expenses must be later on, and it can lose nothing by result of falling on his knee while 
developed that only a pito; had blown UED PATRONAGE OF EVERY PURCHASER.
nut and provided for, together with retying on the courts to award the city alightn
g from a street car. He has on; of the boiler and let 
Cis steam
Birch other expenditures that may be all thc rights belonging
teen helping Rev. Calv'n M. Tbomp- escape. while the 
fire was all blown
to it.
s-in with a meeting at the North out of the f-e-hox No ni-terial dam
needed for carrying out new plans The fight in Louisville will be Twelfth street Baptist mission ag•• was done.
Thin constitutes the sum total to be watched with much interest, as it
raised. The third factor then appears, ca-ries with it more than the mere Christian Prayer Servi
ce.
and it is the valuation of the taxable matter of -regulating telephone 
This evening
Ten" v.• 
prayer
`ssLIYru,A;  HOTEL SWINDLEP.
services at the . ro'' stre,.. , .,. -Ilan
property. If the assessment increases rtes. We believe that every city has ektoch will be pr - fled over 1)) Kee
at a greater rate than the needs of the power to regulate rates to be .S. C Shelton, of Maye. I.1 The sub-
the city, a redaction can be made in charged for public utilities and to see iect will be "Lukewarm Church" as •
the tax rate-if it does not, it is poor that the rates are reasonable and tat-en 
from the tsth Revelations i YOUTH OF t6 W WO FARED
brsiness to reduce the rate. The just. There is one point on which we SUMPTUOUSLY AT HOS- S FLEECEDOWN AND VELVE7A. THE SEASCN MOST POP-NEWULA  GOODS FOR KIMONAS, BATHROBES, LOUNGING ROBES.
money must be forthcoming, or the Ian very positive, and that is that all 
 DRUG Si ORE. TELRIES P'--IWTS TO
I BE JESSE Is JERST. ETC.. ise A YARD.
needs of the city neglected; ova de- 'cities can prevent discrimination in One Will Open at Gilson Building on A BIG LINE OF FLANNELETTE AT ice AND is 1-:c
f wit occur. ' i
. 
re:es. No public utility corporation Ninth and proadway. 1 A NEW AND PRETTY ASSOR I MEN T OF GINGHAMS AT toc
The total valuation of the taxable can charge one patron one rate and AND is t-ac.
property in Paducah last 'January did I like patron another rate-the rater/ 
Dr. Edward Gilson ye , (ie) , 'tat- I Nee irk, Ni. 
., II-- Investigation
OUTINGS, SOLIDS, STRIPES AND FIGURES. s. 8 1-3 AND toc.
net justify a reduction in the tax 
ed that a certain drug f „ was nt.‘,,_ 'by 
th. .o.lice sh..,.. - that the youth al-
36-INCH WHITE OUTING, 1st.
must be equal and uniform. be tii,- 
yountre-t of "hotel
rate, but the republicans blindly re- 
tiating with him for 1.- building at 
hip,: `. ,
The rest incan'ng-Of Tbe-ordinance.$Ninth and Rroaditray -ler The-purpose bi.et
s- whom- rimy will arraign to- 1
To;let Watcr, etc.
dated It, and as a consequence, not lust enacted into a law by. the gen- I of starting a retail dr"g 
1 .)rrow more lig in Jeff, rson Market
orly will a healthy deficit occur but era; council of Louisville is set forth Went. If this firm does 
l•gtablish-
riot „pen a r dice cou-•. is on tear of absence I
ererofourmas crmitot.0%tint•. I WE SELL COLGATE'S VIOLET AND CASHME1 E ',BOUQUET
be put in condition for bad weather. e. the ordinance and the beginning 
year It is the place wher he end have lloel9 
made by 13.,!ifikeel -are
for proven attaino him he will be sent
" ‘Iiinf thEci niTilrii;o
OTHER STANDARD TOILET PREPARATIONS EQUALLY RA-
back 
PAY as,: FOR THESE'
the streets must be neglected and that by the Herald when it says: 
I steere there Dr. G'Ison voll tesenter which TALCUM POWDER AT 15c. AND MENNEN'S BORA. .ED TALCUM
too right at a time when they should "It is quite certain that the passage 
bnsimos himself by the fi-•,, of next POWDER AT lac.
ot litigation •s the first skirmish in so
Dr. Wm. McPherson did busill, ‘ SONABLE IN PRICE.
The republicans reduced the tax many years. 
n to the institution Fr •n which he
a great fight for the control and reg- lie on parole and his 
fa' . which haa I
rate 2o cents to make a showing and ulation of public service corporations ' lie en luxurioue in th
e , .trerne, will
for political effect. The indications of every sort in Louisville Lighting consist of simpler 
ratio' . He gavel
arc that they will pass down a deficit companies, street railways and other 
o $ecs000 to their democratic succes 
OPEN SESSIONi . when rrrested on the co- .lint of the
f - 
Hotel Marlborough tt, name qf
orporafons which serve the public. 
 
ants. As the taxable property of Pa- 
George Waller, which Ii frankly 'ad-
emninally, at least, will come under
ducah in round figurea ie $10.000.000 . regu a e . t e 
mitted was an assumed one. He is
really Jessie Fuerst r6 y ars old. son 407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KYthe eye of the general council, and
of an estimable woman n 'no lives in
Harlem. She declines to have any-
thing more to do with him on the
die republicans Will have apent that "Public service regulation may be (Continued From First Pag
e.) ground that he has forfeited every
anal and 20 cents mote by January , 
n
ths first step, also, toward owner- i  clai
m on her sympathy. Fuerst was 1
r • ship of public utilities. Many of to attend. Work of organizing will em
ployed in a toy :hem w'ssee
and in addition thereto, thgre is althose in the city administration favor be assisted in by Mrs. Henry Burnett, 
he received a salary of, $15 a
prospect of the streets suffering from the ownership of the lighting sere"ce, of the Louisville Women's club, who
week. He was convicted of stealing L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
the fact that the shortage of funds and opposed the recent franchise or- is now visiting in the 
city, and ad- money from his employ
er and was
compelled the repairs to streets to 1idiranc
e on that ground. If the city dressed the Delphic club yesterday. i
isent to the reformatory. There he 
"The House of Quality"
I wins the regulation suits :t will 
'gave such evidence of contrition that
tees,: two months ago. _The rePt.03- strengthen the movement toward a The P. D. C. Club. 
!ast July he was released on parole.
licana announced the reduced tan rate centralization of control in the muni- 
I 
Miss Lillian Hobson of Sixth and It is alleee
d, that under a variety (If
with a flare of trumpets, btir the cold cipalaty and seems to open the way /Autism, striets will entertain The 
aliases. Fuerst went to the Manhat-
t, erard eventnal ownership'- 
'tan. Astor. Victoria and Marlborough
igures at the close of the fiscal year T. D. C,, 
club Saturday afternoon.
veil force them to look upon a healthy 
,hotels' and after living in a sumptu-
The Five Hundred Club, tons manner for a 
few days he disap
deem which they shift to other This afternoon The Five Hundred peered. He 
was finally breught to
shouIlers to bear. A denial may be Freedom of The Press, club meets with, Mrs. John W. Keiler 
;woke and accused of obtaining credit
-.-_. 
for Sir at the Marlborough and $8.
entered to what we say but we will of West Broadway
.
(From the Washington Star.) !at the Victoria under false represe
n-
rest the case on the official figures
'What did you thirtk of my article?" Entre Nous Club. 
tations. In several hotels it is alleged
that must be forthcoming at the close he presented worthless che
cks. When
of December. 
asked the ambitious young journalist. • Mi.e M s • ary Scott of Eighth 
and
"It made me prouder of my court- 
Madison streets has the Entre Nous arrested he wept and said
 that he had
. 
club as her guest Friday afternoon, been deserted by all his 
friends. His
try than I have ever been before," story excited the p
ity of his jailers
Louisville is suffering from a lax answered the frank friend. "It shows 1 Charming Affair. 
and they ejammunleated with several
enforcement of the laws. What that 
n whom was the
that we are living In a land where The 
lodgeroom in the Fraternity missionaries. amen 
great big old country town needs is the freedom of. the press is absolute- 
building was prettily decorated yes- Rev. Dr. Henry M. Warren, the 
hotel
to have a genuine reform wave to 
terdsy by the Daughters of the Re- chaplain, who smelt to interc
ede foe
Blankets and Comforts
EJAMINE OUR LINE AND GET OUR PRICES ON THESE
GOODS. BOTH WILL APPEAL TO YOU FAVORABLY.
COTTON BLANKETS, A PAIR. soc to Vol.
HEAVY ALL-WOOL BLANK) TS. A PAIR. $3 98. $soo AND
IS A GRADUATE 45.SCOMFORTS FROM 75c TO fa EACH
Piece Goods
PURCULL&MOMPSON
WO the tax rate should have been ao cents ,city wins the first suit. isictories in
more to avoid a $2o,000 deficit. So i the other cases are practically a mat-
ths tse -e, r, • * r ,of eneree
1 - him. Mrs. Feurst was 
told of her son's
3 unrestricted.' bekah
lint it and clean out the political 
, svho have outlined a fine en
grafters and criminal element. It —.........0--
-- Itertainment 
for this evening when the Predicament. tett she said 'he would
women will receive all Odd Fellows do no more for hint
needs a general shake up and a S:nce the election prophets are now and mem
bers of their families at thel "His comitict," she declared, "sent
breaking away from the old leaders out of a job let them take a guess at assembly 
rooms. A charming pro- my husband to his grave and he has
brought sorrow upon me in my old
the size of the deficit the republicanwho have grown corrupt. revel in 
gram e outlined: and light dainties
age. I may seem like a hard-hearted
correptin general council will bequeath to the;r 11 and spead the seed- of 
will he dispensed.
mother, but I am determined that TI
cerruption, democratic successors,. 1 -This mar
ning the bankrnpt court 'shall have nothing more to de with
 
--..-_ y Referee 
Bevil), has before him for him. I have done everything that T
In making a guess be sure to get it 
• Those who promise much 5eldom up about $20sion for use indication: 
personal examination President E. carld and he has repaid me with in
-
Jecoinpli,h hut little 
, 
Rehkopf of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery gratitude. It is best that he b
e sent
reset that way Company 
ibicls re Elmira vk herr he belongs."
--owed/MIN
•
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THAT MR. CHAS. E
DRAPER, REPRESENTING THE ESTATE STOVE
CO, OF HAMILTON. 0.. WILL GIVE A PUBLIC
HEATING STOVE DEMONSTRATION IN FRONT OF
THEIR STORE THIS (WEDNESDAY) AFTERNOON
PROM 3 TO 5, SHOWING THE ESTATE AIRTORT
THE GREATEST SOFT AND SLACK COAL BURNER
OF THE AGE, AND EXTENDS A CORDIAL INVI-
TATION TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER TO BE PRES-
ENT.
Subscribe For The Register
• • •••-
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arpiNG TO BE DONE WITH NEW
SEWERS UNTIL NEXT SPRING
IF' N •
IT WILL TAKE UNTIL THE LA ST OF NEXT JANUARY FOR•
THE DISTRICT NO. 3 PLAN S TO BE FINISHE DBY ENGI-
NEER ALVORD WHO WILL BE WRITTEN TO AND EM-
PLOYED BY CITY ENGINEER WAHINOTON JUST AS SOON
AS THE LATTER IS AUTHORIZED BY THE SEWERAGE
COMMITTEE THAT SHORTLY MEETS TO TAKE UP THE
PROPOSITION WHICH WAS SUBMITTED THEM.
Thirteenth street on the East, the city to ate what he will charge for the
limits on the West, Adams street on work, and when he can arramo for Mr Charles Martin, the flasman
the South, and to several blocks below its commencement. has returned from a visit in Spline-
Trimble street on the North. Mr. Contractor Bridges is rushing his field, Ill.
Washington said the plans end sped- men on the No. 2 district, one crew United States Marshal George W.
fiearions for the work could not be having laid the mains from. the start- on g was here yesterday from Louis-
finished by the first nett year, iug point at Ninth and Kentucky vile.
much less get the improvenient cam- avenue, out the avenue to half way be- %tot. Wm. Moo! of Nattier:Ile, is
menced. Even after the sewerage tween Tenth and Eleventh. When visiting Miss Irene Fowler.
conmaittee of tit: legislative teoarda Eleventh is reached there will divurge Mr. David L. Vaa Culin ha. re-
meets and directs the engineer to around the corner of the Vinegar turned from a busiress trip to Rusk,
write to Mr. Alvord And employ works the "overflow outlet" pipes that Texas.
!din it will take two weelee for the will let the overflow into Cross creek, I Mr. Lindsay Lt is here oreparing
Chicago limn to send his assistants ohich starts at that point and runs to move his family tc Memphis, where
here t run the levels an? get the South to Island ..-reek, thence into i.e !mut-d-
ere& s This task would consume a the river In the opposite direction Captain James Ko7tr has re,:rned
number of weeks, svhen the .1111Sistaats there %%SP shoot oft the main that Captain James Koger has returned
will then have to return to Chicago will go over Eleventh towards Broad- tended the annual es-invention of the
to get up the specifications for the way and that portion of the city Tennessee River Impiovement asso-
eoatemplated work Over on Adams at Elevspth street ciation.
It took between three and four the other force of men working for Lawyer Joseph Grogan was in Mar-
months for the No. a district plans Contractor Bridges, are pushing along ray yesterday on business.
to be prepared and Engineer Wash- the No 2 sewers which were started Miss Marie Hogue of Mt. Vernon,
baron calculates It he something there for that section and are being Ohio, is visiting Mrs. L. V. Armen-
like the last of Jannary before the brouilit 4401•13 Adams towards Ninth. trout, wife of the newspaper man.
  I Mrs Mary Poilenus, Mr. John
'Porteous and Miss Maggie Porteous
Ireturned yesterday from Glasgow.
Scotland where they went last Sep-
tember. That was their former home
To TAKE oovvy 'Hum sioNs end thieziewenttleor:er expecting to tre;
e orderedtheti on or  a rmen soil 6.-.oun-, o very
tauten to Mink of having started this sewerage committee and Engineer Yr Tames Goheestau has gone to
winter the work of laying the mains Washington to employ Mr. Alvin& Vine Grove, Kai, to attend the fun-
for the sanitary and storm water sew- and as soon as the committee meets eral of his relative. Mr. Harry Duvall.
ere in distriet No. s which will in- and directs Mr. Washington to do so, Mrs. Carrie Childress of Louisville
IS vating her niece, Mrs. Edwardchide that territory lying inside lie will write the 'Chicago man
Wheeler.
DtRYtiODY NOIIIIID
• • + + + + + + + + + + + + *0
PERSONAL MENTION. •
• •
+ + + + + • .0. + + + + +
Mr. John Gray passed through here
yesterday en route to Southland.
Mr. Abe Livingstion.a.nsdAridli nte
Miss Martha Ostermlin`,,Offved yes-
terday from their wedding tour
through the North. They are now at
home to their friends at the Living-
ston residence on West Broadway. .
Misses Lillie Mae and Corinne
Winstead have returned from Jack-
son, Tenn. where they attended the
Cates-Tinker wedding.
Caty Engineer L. A. Washipgion plans and specifications Mrs. J. J. Frendlich left yesterday
last evening said that it was out of the into finielied form. lice. St. Louie to attend the bedside of
slava t the lde Th Legislative     boards    her father, wh is
ran be put
STREET INSPECTOR ELLIOTT INSTRUCTING THE MERCH-
ANTS, PROFESSIONAL MEN AND OTHERS, MANY OF
WHOM HAVE ALREADY TA KEN DOWN THE SIGNS PRO-
JECTING OUT FROM BUILD ING FRONT—ACCEPTANCE OF
MECHANICSBURG'S NEW STREETS, THE NEW CALDWELL
STREE CULVERT, AND MATTER OF NINTEENTH STREET
WORK. COMES UP TODAY BEFORE BOARD — ARMOUR'S Seventh
MANAGER WANTS SIDE TRACE CHANGED FROM FIRST ,n Wick-
STREET OVER ACROSS I. C'S. PRIVATE PROPERTY AD-
fOURNING BRANCH IN RIVER FRONT
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott is
11 
Low lousily engaged notifying met-
chants, professional men and other.,. 
to remove the signs the latter have
, projecting from their building front*
out ore/ the public •sidewalks The
inspector nail eesterday on Broadway
between Fifth and Sixth instructing
. all to tale down their signs, while
the other parts of the city are being
instructed a: quickly 23 MT. Eliott
can get to them The board of works
has been given complete authority by
the city legislative boards to regulate,
in whatever manner they desire, thc
matter of signs hanging over public
sidewalks The board in carrying out
its duty has decreed that all signs
o' every nature. except electrical
signs, shall come dowel by the first of
next year Those signs that are back
with both ends flat agoinet a building
front or side do not come under the
order, as the board has authority
6ver only thse projeettng out over the
pavements and streets.
The board has adopted a set set
regulations governing electrical signs
iseho be erected, while at this afternoon'.
rto •gession. the members will also take up
4 4 of putting under regulations those
electrical signs already up, and pro-
vide 'hat they shall stand the rigid
•
examination of the city's electrical
inspection, W. J. McIllwesore
Already many of the people-have
commenced taking down their signs,
while by the first of the year all will
be down, except those illumined by
electricity. and *bc public thorough-
fares thereby entirely relieved of
abase ask, objectionable and danger-
ous obstructive projection&
Another matter to come before thh
board this afternoon will be that of
reaching a decision whether the zity
or the street car company shall pay
a for the fill and culverts in 
the low
• 4 -10OrtiOn of Ninteenth street 
between
Broadway and Washington, where the
traction company is prepaying to lay
its new division rails.
The board this afternoon also takes
4 up the question of City 
Engineer
Weabingtcm giving the street car
company the proper grade so the rails
and ti-is can be lowered on Jefferson
street, going west from Fountain
avenue to the city limits. At present
the tracks arc about two feet 
higher
than the grade Of the street.
The board today also takes up the
matter of accepting the newly gravel-
ed streets in Mechanicsburg, and 
the
swirly constructed Culvert and fill laid 
,
through Cross creek where Caldwell 
1 "* York, Nov. 13.—Viiith several
otreet spans the creek hollow. 
.• :ze:•,,ili4.-1 ;.:: sT p,,aiirtier.tjp.i.n utrieiscte iti,,taylca‘r haivas-
i The river front tratk for 
the I. C., i,iriosui .4oiftitlinetopretchieotie stonee and pearii
Half-way between Broadway 
and. runs tip the 
center of First street. port of New ,York,
17igures compiled hy custom, atithoro
Kentucky. on the East side of First, t'(5 showed that the r^cord of last
is a side track running up to 
Broad-
way rich in front of packing 
branch,
that' tiSm37e,r4a6lr2e3a7c1. ythleiashitell:isit pi:I:geld°.
and which side track leads sof' 
from
T
thoroirghre. The manager of the 
he American demand for foreign
plant wants to move the side 
track g?Ins is mostly in dialnond6 'an?
from off First street . and 
get per- '" "ig• Importers say that the 
ten-
OSiOn from the board 
works for el, ncy of prices is still upward.
inf of 
the eidirg to run from the I. 
C., main
.irti is clogged with 'That is too
poet, .:11; street renter aeroes the 
put/. '
- 
familiar to him.--From the Turkish,
/
5.
were too strong and they returned
here to take up their abode
Mr. Robert Orme. the mill man, is
here en route from Memphis to St.
Louis.
Mrs. David L. Van Culin of South
S;xth. has returned from Loniiiirile
wheee she attended the Nall-Nash
nuptials.
(-barley Andrewe oi
Ira. returned from visooe.
'cliff e.
Mrs Pooley Reeve of Cernlean
.Scirings is visiting Mrs. Ben Allen of
.like sidewalk and unto the vacant i
South Fifth.
ground which the I C. owns beside teekson. trigs., Mrs. Mary
Mr Reoroe Bailey and bride of
l in that way be run right into the 
!Mrs. Thomas R. Upton of this city,
Bailey anek
the packing branch. The track can
iand unloaded with greater ease. 
Metropolis
warehouse 
rwi,etterercne•dbelyast‘pentiig•httocirodmay
where goods can be loaded
tore&
The manager ham drawn off his 'gm  John Perry. of Tennessee
plans for the desired change and sub-
mitted it to the board of works mem-
bers 
street. left last hight toe- -a visit in
h for approval, which was given
it. because the alteration will relieve
the public street of the long side
track. The manager has now sub-
mitted the proposition to Armour's
headquarter, in Chicago for consent
oi make the chlinge, and if this is
givers the board of works will
officially grant the authority for the
alteration.
.The I. C owns the big plot of va-
cant ground between First street and
the river and as the road got Armour
le put the branch house on the end
r f its property, the railway officials
will doubtless give their consent for
the side-track to run over their va-
cant plot, up to Armour's building.
The change would be appreciated
by the public, as now when cars of
meat are standing upon the present
side track, they blockade just that
much of First street.
MAY BUY WATER WORKS
City Probably Will Purchase Rogers
Park Plant.
Chicago, Nov. to—The works of
the Roggrs Park Water company
probably will be purchased by the city
within a few months, according to an
action taken by the council finance
committee Yesterday. A committee
sonsoting of Aldermen Williston,
Reinberg, Stillican and Bennett Was.
appointed to look into oie ,subject
lelsti a view pt7re•hing,
The company will twat/nide the
books of the company. the' Wotits,
pipes and other appliances Odle); to
come to some conclusion as to the
price which the city ought to pay.
Comptroller McGann and Mayor
Dunne will work in conjunction with
the committee and several ex-
perts will be engaged. Advertise
Mayor Dunne said yesterday: em
in favor of purchasing the plant pro-,
viding the city can get it for a reason-
able price."
$37.146.337 IN GEMS IMPORTED
is.. ill.
1.11f•mphis. Tenn.
Rev W. W. Armstrong and Mr.
C. W Morrison left last ev7ning for
Roam Tenn.. to attend the general
Nfemplfie Methodist Conference
To Ladies Only.
Mrs Kitchen is at the Cseig Annex
tiring vibraton massage, face, scalp
.rd bust: all blemishes removed: pro-
ficient and reliable Old 'phone 144.
IL
-Miss Mary Owen Murray, the
HARRAHAN NAMED
HIS ASSISTANT
J. F. TITUS IS "RIGHT HAND
MAN" FOR NEW PRESI-
DENT.
Dispatcher Mahoney Gradually Re-
covering at Railroad Hospital—
Click From the Rails.
MOTHER WENT I
Ncw is the time to get a bottle
Dr. Dwight'sTO REWARD Lilydernta Cream
MRS. MARY BLANDFORD
BURIED YESTERDAY AFTER-
NOON AT MT. CARMEL.
Left Her Husband a--id Six Small
Children to Mourn !ler Loss—
Mrs. Lida Eing'E Funeral.
The d'spatchee from Chicago show Yeeterday afternoon at a oklock.
that J. T. Harahan, the 'new president funeral services were held at St.
for the Illinois Central railroad, has Frances de Sales over the remains of
s, lected J. F. Titus to be assistant to ifklrs Mary 1 Blandford, who died the
the president. Mr. Titus virtually night before at their home in sro
takes the office formerly occupied by South Eleventh street after a long
thi late J. C. Welling, who was vie,- illness with tuberculosis. Interment
president. All the aaccountIng and followed at Mt. Carmel in the count)
f:nancial matters go through the The deceased was f oty-five year
hands of /fr. Titus, who is well known of age and a native or Green county
in this city'. and .s capable Ky., but had made Oils city their
MAD. home for three years past. She is
survived by her husband, Mr. John
Operator Recovering. Blandford, and six cloldren, the !at--
Operator Mahoney continues stead- ter ranging from t7 oars in age,
fly improving at the railroad hosp'taJ down infants.
on West Broadway, and as soon as he
recovers sufficiently he will return to
hiemplus and resume his place as train
diepatcher for the I. C. He was op-
erated on here for appendicties ten
days ago and for a while was in
critical state.
A Most
a very
I Fell and Hurt Himself.The foot of Tiriner C. W. Lewis
sUpped On the tinshop building step
yesterday morning at the I. C. yards,
and be fell striking the sharp edge
of the step in such a way as to split
his nose and badly cut his _cheek. He
was rendered unconscious for a
ss hile •
Building Moved on Wheels.
Yesterday the L C. employes fin-
ished mcn•ing the two story frame
diepatcher's bulding from the Union
depot "Y" in the town( yards to be
s'de the main dispatcher's building at
Eleventh and Broadway. The struc.
ture was placed on wheels and mov-
ed down the tracks for nearly one
toile, Irmo its old location to new
point, without a mishap, something
unesual
Other Reamed News.
Mr. Stonewall Pollock, timekeeper
the T C ma.ter mechanic's °Vire
it signed his place and returns to Sh
I emis to I've He is succeeded BY
Percy B. Finley.
Mr. and Mrs A W. Shephard have
a new son at thei- home
BISHOP OPERA SUCCEEDS
"The Vicar or Wakefield" Applauded
at Manchester England.
alanicheoter. Eng.. Nov. is—David
Eispham. the Ame-ican singer, ap-
peared here tonight in the first pre-
sentation of a new light romantic op-
era entitled "The Vicar of Wakefield."
fctieded on Goldsmith's story.
The book and lyrics arc by Laur-
ence Housman and the music by Mme
I ehmann. The production was a not-
able success and Mr Efspham in the
title role scored a personal triumph
The audience recalled him again and
popular school teacher, is Able to be again and compelled On to make a
out a short' while each, day, but can- .r.,
;rot resume her school room tint I the
first of next month. She 'has been
rick for over one month now.
-Yesterday word • was received
fr m Brookporo opposite 'here, that
the bright light of the night before
was coined by the home of Henry
Caldwell. colored, burning. The loss
Is about $300.
No Longer of Any Value.
Confidence man—I should like
'see Mr. Hayseed of Hayseedvdle.
Hotel clerk—,He is over the e at
the cashier's desk paying his bill.
Confidence man (sadly)— I'm too
late.—New York Weekly.
Whisking Over Little Rhody.
First automobilist—What was that
place we just passed through?
Second automobilist—Rhode Island
—Comic Cuts
The primrose ad lily of the valley
will stand the shade of trees better
than most other flowers.
Yellow is far the most permanent
color in flowers. It is the only One
not affected by sulphurous acid fumes.
in the Register and Get
Result.
"PEACH BRANDY" PEACHLESS
Swinotlere Sell Water Flevored With
Extract to Saloon Keepers.
Mabouette, Mich. Nov. 13—A sen-
sation has developed among saloon
men of Marquette, ishpeirOne and
Necaune^ a; the recult of a discovery
that ."peach brandy" sold them by
smooth-tongued strange- was made
in by him in a Every barn and to be con-
'touted of water flavored with salt-
peter. A washtub procured at the
stable screed as a mixing vat and a
piece of soap box as the paddle. This
"brandy" went at ST 25 a gallon. It
Is estimated ow gallons were sold m
the three citie.
Change in Wheat Ruling.
So Louis. 'Mo., Nov. 13—The Mer-
chants' Exchange has voted that No.
or No. 2 hard wheat may be de-
livered on contracts ceiling for No _I
soft.
Forty-two Saloonists Arrested.
lubora, 111., Nov. 13.—Forty-two
liquor dealers have been arrested
charged with violating the election
day closing laws. Every dealer in
.Otoora is affected.
Prevents and cures chappeei rosier
skin. Makes the skin soft smoollis
and white. Remove3 a1 a:le:nisi:ea
caused by the cold wisade.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phor.es 237. 7th and Jackson Sue
"DRUG TRUST" FIGHTS SUIT
Arguments in Behalf of Demurral'
Heard at Indianapolis.
ludOinapciiis, Ind., NAN. 1.3 --Orail
arguments on the demurrers of tip
defendants in :he case of the Unit*
States against the National AS (3Ciii -
home in 112 Jarrett street 
I 
yesterday
. tion of Retail Druggists and others 
naornhg about t o'clock.
deceased was twenty years of 
were begun in the Federal court be-
Th fote Judge A. B. Anderson today. The
age and the wife of Mr. Charles King case is commonly known a, the snit
who is connected with one of the of the United States against the000dworking establishments of Me- ;"Drug trust" and was bersught
chanicsburo. 
by
'Joseph K. Keeling, United State,, die
trict attorney for this district bySHAW STANDS BY DECISION
Declares Again He Will Not Further
Aid Money Market.
Washington, Nov 13- Secretary
Shaw today said that he saw no
present need of going to the assist-
aloe of the money market and that.
as before stated by him, unless coe-
d tions mate-ally cnange he will ad-
here to 1.:?; :ntention not to refund.
buy bonds or nicrease deposits.
—The trustees of Carnegia Ifbrary
-tend: d meeting last night, but as
hr board rn-embers could not all be
proems, the gathering was postponed
intil tomorrow evening.
—The many frlends of 'Mr Court-
ney 
_Elli& arc glad to see 'him noon
the streets again after a many weeks'
s;e11 of sickness He is steadily re-
gaining his strength.
direction of Attorney General WI
Ilern H. Moody. Today's session weg
token up with the opening argument
of Frank F. Reed of Chicago, win
spoke for the various defendaata
Justin McCarthy, historian and ea
leader of the Irish party, is now lie
ing in retirement at Westgate-onSeso
McCarthy is still busy. but his sight
has become greatly impaired He die •
tates for an hour or two every morn-
ing to an amanuensis
Judge—How did you come- to get
drunk? Defendant—Faith, yet bob-
or, Oi'm not to blame. Oi didn't know
what Oi was doin.' Judge—Yew
didn't? How was that' Defendant---
well, ye see, sor Oi was under elar
influence of liquor whin Oi shtartel.—
Brooklyn Eagle.
You are cor-
dially invited
to call arid in-
' spect these
values.
PADUCAH'S LEADING STYLE
STORE.
322-32e BROADWAY
Special val-
ues in our
Fur Depart -
'at
SPECIAL VALUES IN
EVERY DAY NECESSITIES
s000 yards of good heavy Brown Domestic, full 36
7 I-2c vat..;, per yard.
s.000 yards of Bleach Domestic 36 in. wide, good value at 9c, others
get toe, our price
t lot of Outing Flannel, all dark colors, for gowns, underwear and
Comforts, worth 7c a yard. 
. wide, regular
Be
to
Funeral Occurs Today.
Today at the Bethl hem cemetery
in the county there eill be interred
the remains of Mrs. Lida King who
died after five month's illness at their
7 1-2e
5e
lot of Outing in plaids and stripes, worth toe, special yd,. 
.7' 1-2e
lot of heavy Drill Back Canton Flannel, regular roc value,.8 1-3e
lot of haavy unbleached Sheeting, 116 in. wide, worth
cial.a yard.
1 lot of Ble ichel Sheeting, worth 77 I-2C a yard
r lot of BleacOed Sheeting worth .3(.,c a yard 
Ladies' heavy Vests and Pants in cieam ond hail Welched,
value at .
Children's Union Suits, all sizes, good weight. . .
25t. sPe
22 I-2C
A full line
. .
•23t
 25e.
extra
•25e
• 250
of Children's Hoses extra heavy ribbed, at a pair . 
An elegant line of Wool Hose for Ladies, a pair ..
A complete line of Men', Women's and Children's Gloves, ranging
in price per pair from .... .
lot of, Cotton Blankets, worth-75e a pair  
lot of full size Cotton Blankee, in white and
borders, worth SI.7.5 ;% pair ... . . .
I lot of all wool Blankets, large size in red and
borders, with $4.co a pair a
lot of all wool Blankets, regular As.00 value at 
lot of Comforts, worth $1.25 at
A lot of heavy Comforts. regvlar $oso value, at 
Beautiful White Cotton Batting 3 rolls for 
IOC, 15C, 20C, 25C
25t,
10e to $1
59e
with fancy
90e
grey, with fancy
$3.50
4450
 98e
.$1•25
250
Now is the time for you to fill you' c "al hose. Lump .12c, Nut 1 lc
B?s1.-1(entucky ana Minois Coal
Also dealer ir LIME an CEMENT_ Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. 'KING OF CEMENT!:
IL M Cunningham,
Phones: .0Id 960,f New 245. - ThiTteenth. and Adams .5tr4r!et
"•
entIMININIIIMPUmwaseladollogloggs. GUI PIZ Bresr Story of the Frozen North
•
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcomrnend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening application tor
chapped or cracked skin or lips. I
Is a one night an'e for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly pesturned.
Not the least bit sticky or
grea-y. Rubs right into the .
skin.
J. rx Oetil schldeuel
DRUGGIST
S/ilie ANL EIROADeve
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First
Because it irons sinothly,
rough
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury
Fourth.
It irons either ‘tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seem is niise
ing
No other like it in %%est Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone 400
NOTICE
littlest Prices Paid for Second-Hai
STOVES AND FURNITURE
au, st.ything Ana sell ever ytt).84.
•i1'-sao Court Su ••• et Phone
we&
Clem Fransiola
MOVINC• Willows IN CONNEC-
TION
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES Penton, Ky.. rear banl
Marshall County:. Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building
IS: • w 'Then e tis • 1 •rot sits
maimmmima, 
....,
I NOW IS THE limi.
THIS IS A HE PLACE
, PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
3o6 irway. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20 ROUND TRIP FromWU LOUISVILLE Ti
Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Qiitei Cre;c!at REtte-
November 20th.
Also Low Horneseekers Rates as
November 6th and eoth to points is
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama',
Oeorgeta. Florida, Texas, Nebrasks
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing fibril
stop-oven s in each direction and goal
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or addresa,
A. R. COOK. City Passenger and
Ticket A gent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passim-
ger Agent 234 Fourth sleet.
Louisville, Ky. .
J. G. PF.AM. In.. Assistimt General
• - • 
t•t•i• go.
Buisseriche ior #'e Reester,
VAM)
VstiklieS f Alit
j SI 10(11S
A F It)N Al.()NARY '.."11;•
• 
Rocemat'. j Zola/gad
erns
25,000 New Words
New Casette er of the World
wtta note goo X. 111 tItlea based on the
latest mans veto:
New Slog:rapt !cal Dictionary
canto nen; tssi mutt sot over KM notes
pecan" nate of biz' eiest.lo. eta
IMAM ty W. T. 11
tTtUWd States Co=
2380 Qt
sew mt.& MIS L
Needed in
Rrl Ph.n, LLD,
Wow. of latuoauou.
?ages
.
lOau Weibsfir'st allogiset Dictkosary
111/ Pa. 911••••••60a•
ILIW•ar E419909111.911:- —as. audio..
D. Lump 1•40•411 bow
Imre .1•140. ma I•1•• ••••• 9 ' '••199.19,9991•19
PRIM Viell•••••Wr 12•10e•k• ••••6,1••
0.6 C. MLII.RIAM CO..
Pulttl•bses. :,sortiii(kold. )4aas.
Dr. Sidney Smit.1)
DEN T 1ST
(Heise Owes adobe leak and Thugs
Co.., 3o6 Sroadway
J.Cmy • Cerai Its
MIRAN & REED
LAWV
Roows uo‘ ut sad ta. Coleaftaa ads
PADUC.AH. r Y.
C MI SEARS, M.D.
Mos 1707 uoyors
ToliOese 377.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE : 211 NORTH FIFTH
T E ". EPH ON ES :
grsidr•-s•p.
I Spokane, NVash., Nov. is.—If the
north pole is reached before airships
are perfected it will be by Peary or
a man of his caliber."
That , is the belief of Joseph A.
White, a business man in Spokane,
who, until Commander Robert E.
Peary set the new mark for polar ex-
ploration by passing the 8th parallel
of latitude, enjoyed the distinction of
having gone farther north than any
living man.
Mr. White was a member of the
Greeley relief expedition twenty-three
years ago, when he attained Ro de-
grees of north latitude on Littleton
island. where, in a cache he found a
messa,:e from Commander Garlington
describing the crushing of the shin
Proteus in the ice. The letter, which
is one of the Spokane man's ersn
seirel
souvenirs of the tholling exneriences
in the northland, reads as follows:
"July 26, Mt —My party. consisting
of Lient Cooldwell. U. S. N.: Dr.
Thomperm seven enlisted men of
this U. S. A., three civilian emplqyes
and two Esquimaux, arrived here at
5 p. at. today from a rocky inlet above
the cove in two whaleboats and hav-
ing a dingy in tow. A very thick fog
on way over and the sea quite rough
Boats behaved admirably, considering
the strain to which they were put
dragging them over the rocks. Th's
was on the steamer Proteus of St.
Johns, Newfoundland. chartered by
Lieut. A. W. Greeley. U. S. A., at
Lady Franklin's bay GrinneH Land
This steamer was crumbed on the ice
between Cape Sabine and Albert Bre-i
vein island on the afternoon of rise
c,
"E H. GARLTNGTOV"
Mr White vrei an annrentice on the
Yantie and which was sent to the re-
1.ef of Lieut. Creely in Mit. two years
after the eienedkion left this country
en the Protects. The last named shin
returned, leaving the commander and
:northers there to complete their tre-
(Nike sitt
— 
olovical work. Efforts to reach Gree-
ly had been made in two nemions
years. but failed The relief Reet was
made no of the Protene which was
sent ahead of the Vantic
"We left Newfoundland about the
last of May. Ti. and returned to
the states atrain some time the follerw•
ir r Senternber." raid Mr. White. We
did not reach the Greedy party a feat
*ilk+ was aecomolished the next year
he an exoedition under Commander
Schley with the Bear. the Alert and
the Thetas.
"The Proteus went along' dead of
es. and we followed it no the coasj of
Greenland. sometimes close to it and
swain falling behind. We had IAA men
on hoard and the Protein hod 45
When we steamed into Disko bay,
where the settlement of Godhavn is.
we found the Proteus there refitting
and fixing no her boilers. We stoo-
ped fora few days on the note 
time and the Protein left in. the last
time that we gave her.
"We proceeded up the cosst srowly
between hture seas of icebercre that
towered sometimes 260 011 100 feet
above the Ain. When we got to Pan-
dora harbor we forma remains of the
Franklin and many other arctic ex-
peditions. When we arrived at Lit-
tleton Island I found Garlincrton's
rressxze hidden in a caehe which told
of the ertAing of the Proteus in the
9found the letter Animist • 1 and
we tuened heck at once to find the
crew of the Protein. When we reseft-
ed Tlisco hay we found Lieut. Coll-
is-ell with his seven men, who had
come down the Greenland coast in
an onen boat for nearly I.100 miler.
Cold-well -. as the hero of the expedi-
tion.
"After pickinc i-r, this party we
steamed north a,Tain and found the
rest of tfte, party it Littleton islanl
very much reducA for fosd. 'They
had saved so lit'!" to! their trovitioss
that our supply vyrts very stturt. so we
bad to ahandon tile attemnt to Arl
Greets% althotnel. we iissre Pt the tims
within sixty miles of Cape York,
where he was ultimately found. But
we executed to find him in Grinnell
Land, and the season had become -so
near winter that we had to turn south.
"While we were in Pandora harbor
the Icefformed about us as we lay
there ht clear water and blocked us in
for three days. then the wind shifted
and we got away very thankfully. I
am afraid that if we had been blocked
there for the winter that more than a
few might have perished as oar ra-
tions were very short. In this inlet
there twere thousands of birds. which
literally covered the Irkth cliffs that
guarded the harbor. There were wal-
nests end seals there in rionifierien
rwantities.
"COIrilolt v^rth, we stopped et ali
, 
.. k
ALUM W. BARKLEY!
Et nosy et L.
Room No. I
Cola Bice
Fadacal
Kentucky
AS--11=11.
J. C. KEKDRICK, J. O. KILLER
WIL KAR3L1.
Hendrick, Mines
4111• Marble
LAWYRRS.
Practsce in all the courts of tile
state. Roth phones 31.
Rome 1, 2 and 3 Refiner Build
ire, sag 1-2 Broadway.
 •<••••••••=•LIi
DL R. t. HEARN!
BROOKITILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. ate.
DK. HOYER
ROOM 309 Fraternity
Office 'phase Old 331 R.
'phone old 464.
Buildiag.
Resideace
•
R. T. LIGHTTOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Le
tacky.
51:. By T, H ail
°office with L)r. Rivers & Ihars, udi
North Fifth. Beth Phrases ais.
RellIattite 104 us,. OA ?lam OW
DR. W. C. IMAM
(Hoorepaddst.)
Office io6 Broadway—Phone um
Residence. Is lireearaie.
now tea
123d inst All saved. Many provisions
gotten over the side of the ship. but
a great quantity went under before it
could be removed a sufficient distance
for safety. Five hundred barrels of
bread, sleeping bags and as sorted sus-
sietenee stores were landed.frorn the
ice about three miles shorn Sabine.
and one barrel of pork and beef .all
poorly secured for the nine season as
above. I am retaking, fa the south,
to commonicate with the Ti. S. S. Yam,-
re. whir-% is sentleevorine to wet no
lEvery effort will be made to come
Iletrtii at once for the Griely nartv
The Vantic cannot come into the ire,
as she has a crew of tm6 men. Ito will
have to ret another shin. All will
be done to ret north before the sea-
son closes Tee thick and heavy: calm
toodav. I am in a hurry to take ad-
vantage of it
Ice.
the little settlements along the coa4t,
and when we finally got to St. Joohns
the first news that we had from the
outside world for several months was
t1;e shooting of Cary. one of the par-
ticipants in the famous Phenix park
tragedy in Dublin.
"While in Disc island we met a
Norwegian party going south. Ex-
plorer Nansen 'wa‘ w;th
don and they carried oar mail.'
When 'asked if he would repeat his
trip White replied emphatically, "No;
not for all the gold nuggets in the
Okanogan hills. Yoou recall Gen.
Sherman's definition of war? Well,
that doesn't begin to give you an ink-
ling of the suffering in the polar re-
gion-
"I am of the belief. however that
the pole will he reached and that the
Airier:can will do the trick. I believe
it is possible to get to the pole by
,way of ship and sledge, but it will
have to be under favorable conditions,
when nothing will balk ths plans of
the expedition. A IMO of Peary's per.
sistenre will get into the northern re-
gions I.nd await the season to make'
the dash. If the pole is reached be-
fore airships are perfected. Peary will
1 c the man"
STF.NSLAND'S BANK
WRECK IN DRAMA
Charles Uirich's New Play Receives
Premier Presentation at Hum-
boldt Theater.
Clisiaw, Nov. t3.---At the Hums-
bokk TAter:Mslwaultee avenue and
W-.t Ohio :trees thee was produced
yestesehry, for the first time on any
stage. a four-act drama called. "The
Bank Wrecker." written by Charles
illrich around some of the nwidents,
knowp and unknown, of the mob
ertf Paul 0 Stenslansfs bank. The
theater was packed to she doors by
an auditience that liked the show and
that said so in half a doeen languaeree.
As the author himself mid, "The
play's premier was witnessed by a
representative Milwaukee avenue
ortience."
The people that saw the drama
knew at its conclusion that the failure I
if the Milwaukee Avenue State Rank
had many features that had hitherto
escaped the state's attorney the
grahd jury and Receiver Fetzer. The
attention of the proper anthotAties is
tl,• fact that there was
employed in the bank a heroic young
chap named Harry Courtney. that he
accused of helping to
wreck the institution. but that he was
as innocent as‘the driven snow
The blame that looked for awhile
were Groin, to rest on the
noble youth really landed on Charles
Herringtea. where it. belonged Her-
rington was the cashier. He was ets-
'emulous At scene time or another
rieeine the nerfnemsnce everybody in
the east Inlaid that emulation in his
ie-th Fven thesnrogram said so He
was in !glee with the niereof President
Stenlow fa nice old man with Baer
war whiskem), bat she loved our
yesteng hero. Harry. the honest hank
clerk who wouldn't steil the bushel of
tare moor.- th-at constituted the as-
sets of the bank.
Herrington was tech a scamp that
he tried to abduct pretty Mary Stens-
kat who vrss May Hosmer. the lead-
ing woman, in a red dress that was
perfectly grand In this nefarious ttn-
eertaking he had the aid and comfort
of a tooth yoang man, who was in
roust th...1 he said "see" 21 the end
of every sentence.
The plAo, to carry Mary away re-
ceived a setback through the rem on
the bank. Tfis was quite a rim. Not-
ovitlistarding all the that bright eyed
Ihero, assisted by Mary and Annie
!Murphy, a waif, could do, a mob of
fully two persons broke into the bank.
But like the man in the song they
!walked right in and 
turned around
and walked right out again. Their
departore wa4 caused by Marv, the
'brave lassie who asked them whet
they wanted and who. when she heard
that they wanted money, threw it at
'them by the handful. But she wasn't
the old rich lady. 0:: indeed. no!
Not at all. There was Louise Keyster,
an adventuress. She carried a hand
'bag, but she had $70,00  at liorne he-
sides.
She got kidnaped by mistake. It
really was a mistake to kidnap her
:and leave a couple of others in the
cast undisturbed. It seemed that they
needei . kidnaping as much as she.
There was a detective for instance,
that would never have been missed.
He was inclined to acrobatic comely
:Ind a t,ale vermilion whisker and a
removable dialect that went on and
came off. irregularly. "Fine and
elansiv," though, was Jack Keeler. the
reporter, who tracked StensInw to
Tan gl..1  and arrested him there in the
soft and soothing tone of vbice that
ts employed by teamsters when tiles,
get in a jam.
The drama contains plenty of
aq•ills, and if the succeeding audi-
ences of yesterday, it should have a
prosperous run at the Humboldt
Father Bernard Vaughan. whose
onslaught on the English "smart see
is attracting '0 much attention, has
plenty of humor. One at Trinity
college. Cambridge. he was studying
Hoolbein's picture of Henry VIII.
"What .would you do, as a Jeesuit, If
his majesty stepped on, of the can-
vas?" asked a friend. Father Vaughan
replied promptly- "I refterld rennes4
the.ladtt;s tei leave the room.'
"Saviln
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Money
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The E4sier ItaGets
rniirthe Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Pillag Up
.1fl..Wt • WW1. • IMMO VI.11111•1•11,0•••••11111.••••
•••••• mem, • ••••••111111.0 • •••••••••••••
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Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mechaiiic's and Fag mets
Savings sank,
227 3r3t d w
IN OW
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The Modern Window Decoradow
WHILE EQUiai• IN DESIGN AND =AIM ye
Till FM"? AT GLASS MAD&
IT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANT WINDOW Olt
TRANSOIL IT &ROAM= OUTIUDR TIM/ *KIP
ADKITS Till L Gift IN TM MOST PLZAJILISO
AND AGRERABI R HUSS -
IT IS APPRO PR! ATE IN DINING ROOKS, SATO
ROOKS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THJI
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAT
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS
. •
C. C. Leo, 315 hay. w
66 NUBLACK "
toaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Oct The Sane.
For Sale Everywhere.
+OK
•I•
41.
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mon 133. 220 N. Itird
Matta, Efinger
Undertakers and Embalmers. •
180 S. THIRD STREET; PADUOLICCIF
CO.
J. W. HUGHES
e-
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
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Handsome Silverware
ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
ON SERVING SPOONS. FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES, ETC.
Wm:01)11,4G GIFTS
▪ IELVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'll.
MAKE NO MISIAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SIL VERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW-UP TO DATE-SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE-BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GIST
VOICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNER, '11ViRritsAN
The Fever
Season
M ss few wears fur the rasidsnt obese bums
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
a.* swim**. Phodike awl Eines oe Rot Wawa Haadmil imp
•
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROM? T PLUMBER.
asSEIONially Aeneas. sas Sends I mirth Street Botl. Phones 
se•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,71iLifeilL1abliity. Steam Bullet-
Campbell Block.
eMee Phone 3ho. - 
Residence Phone 731
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Gradmite from Alfortvale Veterinary school (Perla. Franco) 
also
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental 
college. Charter member of
the °hie Veterinary Medical Association. WW 
treat scientifically with the
kisses improved instruments and up to date 
treatment all diseases of
denneseicsted animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT 
AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co, Bath 'phone. 3sp.
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FIEBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Move- New 334. Old 6991 Open Day and Night
Excursia:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et mampasy-the cheapest and hes
seneursion oat of Paducah.
1•••10•16 
A. S. DABNEY
lruebart Bedlam.
TEL. 73$
IMMO/
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Siiterunendimt-
gi nn fir Rs hood Trip I. of Fraternity Badding.eUU tonne:sae Orli rillvr I Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
It is a trip of pleaeure, comior
and rest; good service, gOod tabl
SON roams, etc. Boats leave 
tazb
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
Fes other isformation apply to fAs
Koger, euperintehdent; FranIc 1.
-"town, agent.
"•••••-••••,
Dr. Childress
BYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Offics and Residence Room 3 Sr."
c9161.0.;
Plans law-lud.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray't Buffet,
Palmer Howie Bat,
L. A. Laaposnarmam
.1 a
,•••
E. H. PU,RYEART
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 add 6 Reg:star Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Es
New 'Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles, •
leuirsnee. Corncration and
• hal &we LW.
Six-Kile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote ter
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-teelo farm.
er, three miles south of this city, be.
lieves be has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis New*, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and has for tie° years.
When the football mania first he
vaded this sectien be was mitch sought
alter to Join the Alexandria teens, as
be was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage, l'Ire boy confided
ibis ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired.to loin an or-
ganization that meant weekly Injury
snd possible frequent disdgurement
'I meets the exercise," wee the re
loindei "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peel pere, was equal to the emer-
gency "Hereafter, my son." said be.
'Instead of riding to school In the
morning on the traction lies, and home
In the evening, you can walk. If that
does not furnish you suel !lent exercise.
I can find something else for you t•
lo in the mornings end evenings."
For almost two years, winter as welt
aa summer, except on tally days, the
boy has trudged unco•nplainingly I.
Alleandrla throe nil es away, and
botne in the same way. The exerciee
gas been beneficial, but financially it
tag been • losing gains for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth In weight and strength, of itself
st far more value than money. Noth-
lug is ever said by the son of -lack of
essreise,- and If he continues to bank-
er. 2132? membership In the football
team, he le wise enough to keep it te
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-sfsed woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
— --
Mose of Canada Bid Pair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World. 
-
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
its Iron supply. It will be jest the sae
with iron as with wheat. A decade front
sow Canada will outstrip all other coun-
tries in wheat &not/Mg. The production
of Iron at. a cheeper rate than It can be
made elsewhere will cause Canada to
take a similar '0610013 as far as iron Is
concerned. In ten years Canada will
have become a eat met elhinrieal coun-
try. - You will see an e .lustry in
this dominion larger V:an . any other
country to the world." Thus saith Dr.
P. L T. ilernelt. the French metallurg-
teal expert. Invector of the 'decant,
smelting process named in his honor
Pig Iron, he says, is the Wale for struo-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada spends $44.04.iu,000 to $40.000.000 Is
baying steel abroad. Tbe idea ought to
be to make that steel In this country out
of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Caaadiaa lee
bor. Think of what it mesas! The re.
tantion in Canada of sa.eue.see no,
yearly spent abroad, the supplying 411
the new demand for steel rails. IMO..
tura] steel. and other claases of the prod-
set which have arisen to consequence
at the countrra development, the profit.
able sale of your surplus products in fors
eign markets, end the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or leas dependent on Iron and steel.
In Sweden the quantltv of ore is sum.
dent to simply the markets of the world
for 100 years I should say Canada has
three times OA muck."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
-  - -
Colorado Retnehers Come Upon a
Find That Is Rare and
Valuable
... _
The spectacle of 30 elk mends as Ito
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
slight bait been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within a
iew miles of Plnedale, says the Denies
it/publican.
Era M. J. Westfall has a school tee
lion near the head of Willow creek
which Is entirely fenced, making ea
inclosure a mile square. This is well
op in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result tnat the elk en
tared. "Uncle" George Smith and a
party of riders. who were out roundinp
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which imme(1iatel)
tied and followed the line of the fence
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapon,
and contented themselves with watch
Mg the bunch for some time and then
teroueeded on their way. Ordinarily an
1 elk will go through barbed wire fencetnd scatter it for great distances, but,nie butich did not Great aamege Is
1 iften dooe to the fences of ranchers
uy these animals.
Jobarnseborg Court Finding.
Diereilsved terstree be had roweled •
fohannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and $165 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to publis
His Happiest Hour.
He-Do you remember the night )
asked you to marry me?
She-Yee, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
aot a word did you speax. Ali! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"--.
te.ho he Paris
His Point of View.
, Nurse See, Charlie, the stork hise
bresight you a nice little brother!
Charlie-Yes. that's the way; Just
au I'm getting on in the world coos
petitioe begina-Fliegende Blatiem
N Iel far Artists Are is 'Islay
Oases Quits Plain of
'feature.
"One ei. the most preposterous Ideas
is existence la that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrao
'fitments," Mr. Robert EtringLurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
OT by instructors of classes tu paint.,
lag, drawing or modeling, and for •
purposes of Instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion lust as well from a homely
model as from one that is surpassing-
ly beaotiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
tehoole and instructors are entirely
:odepondent in tbeir needs she must
be content with the same pay that
-riles for all is tto• team which is
zene:sily not more than a dollar for
s three hour poaiug saarce. As the
work Is, atter all, only itnektLed labor,
'I 111 an excentiona'fv-gocti rate of pay
It that What- atains here &leo on,
reins for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the avers -e person
siway• conjores up a dreao of loveli-
ness when an artist's medel is men
'toned and associales the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more as
%our
"Of cssurse, where an artist regains
s pert,c-ilsr kind et model, so matter
what the especial reguiren.ent Iraq be
the law of supply and dement( steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, In
441COrdanoe with Its inexorable man-
Antes. If the supply of that sort of
model Is short the pries runs high.
I have heard of models who received
eavieesil dollars an hour. /Int there are
tee many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they eon gel
to make etch a condition any sewn
than most exceptional."
3UCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
Kew Or]-nos Man Value, Very Highly
LW "Lucky" Bente
Chestnut
• 
-- 
"1 won'dn't sell that thing for $1.004
f I lost it I'd hunt for It like th
inights of King Arthur hunted the
Icily Grail. That thing exorcised s
eoodeso that ht.0 about me for fly.
Aare. That thing stays with me t:''
I die."
All ,tnis, with grtat eoro•iction. says
•-he Kansas Mr Star, about a little
buckeye ;neared in a small gold (-age
that hung on the v:3tch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Cerana man.
"Up to September 7. 1900, 1 had
been the victim of bad lo c....* of one
sort and another," be said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a docen times before ti
reached the city, and I was fuming
We got there at last and just as
wee leaving my car / saw this bock
wee lying on the opposite mat I
*shed it up and put it in my pocket
had ittended going to the Black
betel that night but after picking up
thst buckeye I suddeely changed my
mind. A good mrny guests at the
Sleet hotel perished in the food next
night
-later on at New Orleans I was out
tithing in a catholt with three other
men A squall struck we. The others,
who could swim, were drowned. 1
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
I had the thing fixed tin this gold cam
and thitt's why I treasure It."
Snropa's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim is a city of about 115,1100
populatk.n and is devoted almost ex.
elusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry. there being about 500 fa,torlas
wheri }ewer, le made. It le the Jew-
elry center of Europe. The venom,
manutacturees are very'energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please thPro
regarding de.signs. prices anti terms of
sale. From present indications the
shipment of Jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100000 for the
fiscal year. With the Amer4can manu-
facturer', advantage in distance and
machinery-as mach of the 1"orthe.m
jewelry is made by hand -It arpeeta
that we rhould capture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more nom any other man
ta due the change that has taken pis-A,
'n London in recent years In the social
losition of artors -a change xybich haa
Time within my cri.optoemery, n•ri;e,
E. S. Nndal. in Scrihneee. When
Irst went to London ln 1870 t. re wo A
co actors in society When I came bat it
in 1377 there were a good rr.any of
them to be seen about. IThere w74
growing up a ooclety whlch emu
Posed of successful artists. :be new
:len people. &rat pr-faasion
iii•d older st,tiety a ita &L iont:y f'• I
art and the theater. In that 'society
the a..tors had not only a good, but ;•
distinguished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
to deal In perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy Cannot lawfu:ky be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the fore
noon unless no clerks or assistants ale
employed. Proprietors may keep onen
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not ohanged much In a
eentury. In 1801 it was said that Al-
exander I. rode in a procession through
the streets of St Detersburg precede3
by the aesasi•flis o' his sormdfather,
followed by those of his . and
surrausded by his
SOUTH BOUND No. mom No. 103 No. 131
Leave Cincuman  •Wee to  8:20 a.m. olio p.m
Leave Louisville ..  12:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 111-110.
Leave Owensboro  6:3o p.m. 9:00 a.m.
Lave Horse Branch  2:28 p.1:11, ma :o8 a.m. 11 05 am.
Leave Central City  3:30 P.m • 333 Lai 13:30 pat.
Leave Nortonvillc  4:08 P.= 1:40 a...in. 1:28 p.m.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 11-10. Sijo a.M.
L-eave Nashville   
 .  7:00 p.m. 8:05 ant
Leave Hopitinsvine 945 p.m. I13103 US,
LtlIVC Pr '•:....013 ..  4:55 P.m- 2:27 a.rii. 235 pan.
Arrive Paducah .. 
 ..  6:it pm. 340 CM, 4:15 P-ra-
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 345 aim- 4:20 p.m.
Arrive .F.,ittin 
.  7:30 p.M. 4:50 a.m. 6:00 .in
Arrive Gine), Tena. . . .  8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
Arrive Rives 
.  8:13 p.m. 6:oi a.m.
Arrive Jackson 
. . 7:15 a.m.
Arrive Memphis  
 
;1:io p.m. 8:30 a.m.
Arrive New Orleans 
  10:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleana 
Leave Memphis
Leave Jackson, Tent.
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah ..
Arrive Pinworms ..
Air.ve Hopkw..s lk
Arrive Nashville
Attire E. yen settle
Arrive NortonviMe
Arse Central City
Arrive Venn Branch
Arrive= 
Aeries
Argils Citiskinati 
No 102 No. ma No. ins
y•to p.m. 9:15 a.m 
 • .1/
0:45 a.m. 8.50 p.m
• 8:o7 a.rr woo p.m.
51:38 p.m.
toos a.m. 13:35 a.ra. 6:oo
••••••••••• 11:20 a.m. 143 &M. 740 VAIL
11:35 a.m. 148 a.m. 7:50 &se
• • • ...... 0111141•••• • •
•••• ir•• SI1,•1111•••
12:39 .nt. 3:03 am. WA, &AL
6:15 p.m. 3:20 a.m.
91a3 p.m. Sao a.m.  
345 p.m- SI4.3
••  
  sad pan. 341 a.m, sm.736 taw
• ye  ii:eg 4./IPam. M30 am.
• go S.... 3:66 p.m. 3:18 a.m. 1s:3.1 p.m
-.  '455 P.m. SAM a.m. •44,3 pima.
. .•...•.. 545 P.m. 730 &M. 4:5$ Pam
. 9:15 p.121. 12:00 00011  •
EV. IIDEIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND Ne. 3o6 No. X/4
Leave Paducah 
•• ei • • 13:40 p.m- 430 Pan-
Arrive Carbondale •  423 p.a. 840 p.m
Arrive Chscago  6:30 a.m. 64o Lat,
Arrive St. Louis 
  830 p.m. 73o a.m.
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louts 
••••
Leave Chicago 
Leave Caboadale 
Arrive Paducah 
...
S..
No. 305 No. 375
745 Lin 940 p
3:30 a.m 6:ao p.m
s ..ao *.in 705 a.m..
3:35 p.m it:so a.m.
•
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE,
NORT BOUND toi-lioi 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:io a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  II :ao a.m. 6.40 a.m
Leave Princeton  3:35 p.m 745 a.01..
&Uwe Paducah  4:15 P m 925 Lin,
Leave Paducah   615 p.m. 9:30 3.20
Amy. Cairo . •• • 7:45 p.m. 11:10 am..
Areve St. Louis  7:20 a.m: 4:3o pan
Arrive Chicago  6:jo am 9:30 P.m
••••••••
' SOUTH BOUND 122-222 136436
Leave Chicago 
.• .... 6.30 p.m. 9:4o a.m.
Leave St.Lottis  
 11:46 Pin s:543 p.m.
Leave Cairo .  6mo a.m 5:55 p.m.
7:45 cm 740 P.m
Leave Paducah  7:30 a.m. ,3:to p.m.
Arrive Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Heplrinrellet
Arrive Nashvilk 
9:*9 am. 4:45 P-m-
6:ro pas.
9:33 p.m.
• •
• • ..... OR; •
Trains marked (s) run daily except Sunday. All other trains milt
daily. Trsins 203 and sae carry through sleepers be•ween
Memphis and New Orleans; trains is and toe sieepers between Loads-
rifle. Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sox and 822 sleepers hetweee
Paducah and St. Louis. Train mot cfnnecte at Est Cairo with Chicago
eper. For further information, address,
J. T DONOVAN, agent, City T clret Office, Paducah. Ky.
R. M. PRATHER. Ticket Aces% union Depot, Paducah, K.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A, Loiniville. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A.. Memphis, Tenn-
S G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chimes,
W. H. BRILL D P as.. St Loeb '140
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ErT ATE A GEArcrii
PADUCAH REA.. ES; -.-F.STIERN KENTUCKY FARM dAia
1110PrniLlf PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEI :BEN
KIINTUCKY REAL h./TATE JOURFAI AND PRIM ...IIFT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
41/ W 8.0"--rlIroV1• lin it Iiiikosikosik.
Paducah Steam 'Excursion Rates oe
Dye Works The Rivea
We have enlarged our business And
arc prepared to turn 0111 11:10fe and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St,
So many languages are spoken in
the provinces of Austria-Hunggary
that interpreter's are employed in the
various parliaments to interpret the
speeches of the delegates and make
them to all the assemhere
Round trip to EVANSVILLE MEA
RETURN, continous passage Leaf
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
'ROUND TRIP T? CAIRO, Pane
of five or over $1.92 each, without
weals; 112.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
ar:her particulars see
S A. POWI' ER, Gen. Pass. /upon
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pada
Agent. Moe* s.
10.
•
••••••••••
•
••••••••
*No. •••••••11,
LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Inctsrporated. t,
•
•
illarinville and Ic-zres Trere ate
4Nashville, Tenn.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
liom Evansville and gets away imate-
distety on her return that way.
The John S. Hoopkins yesterday
sent,, to Evansville and comes back
The steamer Kentucky comes out
ef the Tennessee river late tomorrow
adgio and lays here end! s o'clock
oraefe getting out on her rettwn that
way.
The Georgia Lee -AM not be able
Ile leave Memphis until tomorrow,
Seinrt a day behind on her trip. This
still put her here Sunday on her way
* to Cincinnati
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
tools this afternoon for the Ten-
nessee river, reaching this city•Fri-
lay morning on her way up.
MtETING WAS
P 1STPONED
JUDGE LIGI ITFOOT WILL
HAVE FURNISHING COW
MITTEE.TO Mk= SOON.
Several Deeds Filed Yesterday For
Record With the County Clerk,
While One License Was Issued.
The furnishing committee for the
ounty poor farm did not meet yes-
erday. Judge Lightfoot, the chairman
being 5o busy with other matters that
the gathering was held over until an-
other date, when the committeemen
will outline the equipment neces-
sary for the new buildings and make
their selections
Deeds For Record.
Property on the North side of Jack-
'son at Tenth has been sold by E. E.
Sisk to Frank Sisk for $1,2cio and the
deed lodged for record yesterday.
I E E Sisk bought from Willie
, Travis for St,200 land in the Clark's
river section of the county.
I David Tatum. transferred to Mrs.
M. Gibson for $365 property in the
Thurman addition to the city.
I Property in the Thurman addition
was sold to Mrs. M. A Gibson by
, E. D. Thurman for $9o.
James Jackson sold to F-dna Walker
land in the PatIncah and Clark's river
road ()tit in the county
1
" The eomr .rative immunity from
injury and d •ath enjoyed by travel-
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may have
:anie hv hauling it away.
THOS. BRIIEN:rS & SON
Contractors.
'poring, Ceiling, L
Ming Yellow
Itth Pine
Gum M Ash B
Poplar Beech
Oak MapleE R Sash., Doom,' Blinc14,
Walnut . Elm Interior
Fkkish
GUM, BEECH 4n OAK .FL0( RING, END MATCHED: BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
both Phones 26! WelAre:Making• Very Low Prices on House Bills.
• ADAD
cigar
'SEVEN ARE WE''
FOR. 2.5c
ERES NOT A SPOOK
OLD PADUKE
THAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
HONOR;
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND OF
?HE YOU'LL FIND
Al'
M'PHLRSON'S COMM.
-41PINGIMM•i,i,m.••••••
RIVER. NEWS
Saito, tan,
Chattanooga, 3.5. standing.
limcinnati, 9.3, falling.
livansville,a.t, standing.
Corence, 1.7, falling.
fohnsonville, 3 5, falling
Louirville, 4.o, falling.
ift Carmel t.o, standing
Washville, 7.9, standing.
Pittsburg, 5.4, standing.
Davis Island Dam. 3.7, falling.
It. Louis, Fin falling.
Mt. Vernon, 5.7, falling
eadocah, 5.8, falling.
Burnside, 4.0, standing.
Carthage 2.0, rising.
The Charles Turner ts due out of
the Tennessee river with her tie tow
*Si& she grounded upon the Run-
be'' bar but got safely off.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
afranwr Clyde gets omit for the Ten-
nessee river. She comes back next
ilionday night
At S o'clock this morning the
sdeamer Dick Foowler gets out for
&in" and comes back tonight about
Marriage License.
The Jerk issued a marriage license
to Edward Dickerson, aged 2'3 and
Hattie Rhodes, aged IR, of the city
which are cold and dark. They trav-
erse our solar system in every three-
eon The erroneous opinion common
with most people that interstellar
space is empty should be discarded,
for the contrary is the truth. Space is
occupied by many objects of matter,
small and large. These bodies in our
s(iar system revolve around the sun.
In other systems there is an equally
sttractive center. "Shooting stars." or
meteors. may be seen on any night
when the sky is clear and the moon 
WANTED FOR U. a ARMY—
not too bright, but each year as the
Able-bodied unmarried men betweenearth passes to the east it cocoon-
ters a certain belt of meteork mat ages of at and $; citizens of Unitedter
in Len and during its flight through) states, cii good character an tempe
tate habits,. who can speak. read andthis particular point in space it des• i
turbs many particles of interitellar write English. For information ap
dust and thus the cold dark Leonid' ia to Recruiting Officer, New RION
drawn to the earth and in his flight I Ir°11 House, Padlicak•
ers and empl; yes on English railways through our atmosphere the friction '
• has often be,m the subject of COID- causes great heat, which in most Free Dirt.The Buttorff comes in today frotn ment and th: statistics of the Eng- casts entirely constants the smaller '
body and only ashes fall to the
ge ound
GREAT TIME
FOR LOVERS
TO SAY: "KISS ME WHEN
SEE A SHOOTING
S TAR."
++++ + + + + + + + + + + +
POPULAR WANTS.
• • • • • • • + + + + + + •
FOR RENT—An 8-room
hiocIern conveniences, corner
and Clark streets. Inquire at 413
you Clark street. or old phone 1166.
No Need of Substituting Lightning
Bugs—Earth is Passing Theo
Meteoric Belt.
house,
Fourth
FOR RENT—Two nice rooms and
hoard. Good table. 235 South Sixth
street, corner Washington street.
FOR RENT—Two-story frame
dwelling, six rooms and bath, corner
I fth and Madison streets. Apply to
E. G. Boone.
Tonight and tomorrow night POR RENT—Two furnished rooms
should be a gloat time for lovers, and for lien bonso_isneping Ring old
when She says: "Kiss me whrn you ifebonc 3033.
r a shooting star."' He will spot 
have to subatellhe lightening bugs Of I FOR RENT--One room and board.
they were in season, which they are 736 Jefferson.
nue) as there will likely be 4:sough • ._ •
shooting stars" to satisfy the most i FOR RENT—Three room frame/ ardent residence on Fourth near Washing-
According to astronomers today ton. Sewerage connections, pantry,
and tomorrow the earth will be paw; etc.
ng thro what is known as meteoric:
bet. situated ir, the constellation of I FOR RENT—One apartment in
Leo. It may be reasonably expected 
"Sans Sone," apartments. 3.11 North
that showers o fmeteors will be wit- on St Steam Heatei W. E. Cochran_
nrseed tonight The earth will be 
near the center of the Leonides oa FOR SALE OR RENT—Threeits way east In its orbit The Leonde room L house with water in kitchen.
consists of numerable small bodies new never been occupied, Joao* St.
between Eighth and Ninth street
McCRACKEN REAL ESTATE &
MORTGAGE CO, INC Call jil So.
Sixth street 'Phone 765.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH. Jr.. ttli Fratern
ity building
RISKS OF RAILWAY TRAVEL
Naturally Mu h Greater in This Coun-
try 'Tun in England.
lish roads for the year past lend
added weight to the comparison be-
tween these roads arid our own in
the respects usestioseil
From this showing it appears that
l in the period named in Great Britain
Isix passengers were killed, or one out
of every 19),70,000 carried and 534
were injured, or one out of every
:.,244.472 carried. In the United States
in the same space of time 262 pas-
sengers were killed, or one out of ev-
cry 2.*/ 30000 carried, and 534 were
injured, or one out of every 149,107
carried With regard to the railway
employes the net result is that in
America one in every 357 was killed
and one in 19 injured, while in Great
Britain one in every 845 was killed
and one in every 86 was injured
It should be added, in justice to
the American railway management,
that the risks of travel and employ-
ment on American roads are neces-
sarily greater, since the distances tra-
versed are much longer many of the
roads newer, and the physical obsta-
cles to be overcome much greater, in
many instances.—Leslie's Weekly.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
°ut-of-Town
Medicines. . .
•
Very often an article is not
lcnownin this market which
may be decked by some oss
who has used it elsewhere.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELt AT SIDE
DOOR.
pc, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to
p. as.
R. W. W ILKER CO*,
DRCOGIST
Fifth and roadway.
,Both Phones r75.
00401111/01NNOSSIMISINIMISIMPINPINNall
HAVE PASSED CENTURY MARK
Two Women Whose Combined Ages
Are 215 Years Are in OM
Folks' Home in New York.
New York, Nov. 13.--Two women,
whose added ages arc said to be 215
:/ears. are 'inmates of the Home of the
Daughters of Jacob for Old People
in 'this city.
Arondwaid clams she is 104
years old, and Esther Davis says she
k just seven years older.
Uoth of the old women have been
mairied. They have seen five genera-
tons pass away. They have seen Na=
poleon Bonaparte, both having been
in Paris when the famous soldier was
making history in unmaking nations
•
A Paris journalist has founded . a
babies' club. It is a spacious and
pleasant building, with a garden and
a clubhouse, where games of all kinds
are provided. There is a Punch and
Judy show with a cafe, where
sweets, cakes, tea, milk and various
kinds of lemonade are sold to mem-
bers and their parents, while there
are also toy shops and a theater. .
We pass our lives in donee what we
ought not and leaving undone what
we ought to flo.—Peetrsreh.
Parties wanting earth'
same by hauling it away.
THOS BRIDGES & SON
Contractors.
may have
The towboats Lyda and I. N Hook
have arrived with tie tows from the
Tennessee river.
GENUINE
TRADEWATER
PARTY OFF ON BIG HUNT
Mr. Lee Potter and Others ,Go to
Hickman County Today.
— —
Messrs. Lee Potter, Dick Jacobs,
Duke Williams, Georgie Jacob*, Dick
Hays, Walter Griffin and Dr. Hillard
all leave today for Hickman county
where they will be until heat week
upon a big hunting and fishing outing.
AR are among the best shot" and
anglers in this section of the state.
and they anticipate great sport in this,
their first outing of the fall season.
Today is the last day the nimrods
have to be kept away from the fields.
beam* tomorrow is the day set by
law inaugurating a season during
which the sportsmen can shoot as
many quail as they want to. The
statutes state that between November
15th and January 1st, .the gunners
tan shoot the birds to their heart's
content, while the other ten and one
half months they are prohibited from
slaying them, because if some pro-
tection was not given the birds, and
Ithe year round was an "open 
season"
it would be only a matter of a abort
time until the species of game would
be entirely exterminated.
The reports from the rural districts
are that quail abound plentifully this
fall and some great sport is expected
tiVanalk_e - 
1
Violet, Ultra-Violet,1
and X-Ray treatment
used in . Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Dr. J.
, W. Pendley, 311 B' w'y.
r The Martha Hennes yesterday
started for Evansville with several
barges, but finding the water too low
for her several miles up the Ohio
river, turned back and is now in the
local harbor. It;
To Ladles Only.
I Mrs. Kitchen is at the Craig An-
nex giving vibrator massage, face,
-calp and bust, all blemishes remov-
ed; proficient and reliable. Old 'phone
itaa
The most remarkable gold beetles in
the world are found in Central Amer-
ica. The head and wing cages are
I
brilliantly polished with a lustre as
-
or gold itself. To sight and touch
.they have all the appearance of that
metal. Oddly enough, another spe-
cies from the same region loks like
solid slyer freshly burnished.
TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Seemed
• Buy Che
Beet Shoe Made
AND SAVE AT LEAST FIFTY (sa)
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
SHOE BILLS
•••••••am
our shoes us made by the Pod.
ing shoe menufactures, hence if you
patronise ma you are awe to get
the beat.
MIMI welted 3Snki $44-.0
KENS hand made Ssose Woo
WOW:1M head sods ..Sees to 'leo
WOKEN% welted 'toe to 113..se
BOY'S and GIRL'S hest
........ ...Sane to Sloe
t
OUR BOYS' MISSES' AND CHILDREN111 MORS HAWIR)
EQUAL FOR FIT, STYLE, COMFORT AND DURABILITY. AT
VERY CLOSE PRICER
•
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS.
Cochran Shoe Co
405 BR.OADWAY
"ONE PAIN SELLS ANT1111--T1IAT1 QUALITY."
•
UMINWO.10.1.L 
111111111111111111111111111111a, 
A COLD BLOODED PROPOSITION
Would You Pick Up Sc, 10c, or ISc Pieces It Toe
Found Them In the Road.
Would you walk half a block if you lenaw positively that you coil
save sc, roc and ac on every purchase you make in 3001(111.
MUSIC AND STATIONERY?
WILL YOU NOT AT LEAST INSPECT OUR STOCK?
It is STUFF and NONIWNSE to talk about cheap quality on Copy-
right la:t•lis and music. The QUALITY ;-, the same :n every store
tine WE CUT THE pries to GET YOUR TRADIL—ete?
DON'T BE A CLAM BUT GIVE US A SHOW FOR YOUR
TRADE.
D. E. WILSON
AT HAILIIIOURS DIPAJLTPUNT STOKE
-- —
PATHETIC ELECTION STORY
Inmate of Poorhouse Ziached to Of-
ice--Dies.
-1--
One of the most pathetic stories
oi the election comes from Newbern
After deefating his nppinent, who
was possessed of wealth, for the po-
sition of Dyer county register, John
H. Ripley, inmate of the poorhouse at
the time he made his spectacular race,
is dead. He succumbed at Newbern
last West
M7 Ripley a cripple. He heat J.
J. Hood, ticliib had held the office for
twelve yeas* The deceased's mother
is an ismalid and also occupant of
the poorhouse, and it was the wish of
the people, who elected him at a retie
of j to r, that mother and son be re-
stored tc the rosin= occupied before
adversity overtook them.
Harry H. Cotton and Hood are can-
didates for the vacancy, which will he
filled by appointment.
Little pa what is Het:
old saying about a fool and his mon-
ey? Pa—A wise man and a Ines
money are soon united, my son.—Cbi•-
cago Daily New',
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may hawse
sltne by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDtiES & SON. /
Contractors.
stsmr
we
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE
A2L4 PITTSBURG
West Kentuclisy.Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2ndAr Ohio
•
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